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ABSTRACT
Lindsey, Jason A. M.S. The University of Memphis/The University of Tennessee Health Science Center.
August, 2016. Utilizing a Computer Assisted Surgery System to Output Kinematic Measures for a
Simulated Single Leg Lunge for Total Knee Arthroplasty
The goal of this study was to determine the kinematics of cadaveric knees previously implanted
with a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) prosthesis during a simulated lunge activity. A closed chain knee
testing machine was used to simulate a single leg lunge while a commercial surgical navigation system
was used to track the motion of the femur and tibia. Four specimens with previously implanted TKA
prostheses of different designs were tested through flexion/extension. After testing, the implant
components were retrieved and reverse-engineered, and custom Matlab code was used with the CAS
output and the three-dimensional implant models to output kinematic behavior of the cadaver knees
similar to post-operative surveillance testing. Comparisons to published literature indicate that the CAS
system successfully reported TKA kinematics, demonstrating the utility of the CAS system when coupled
with a known implant model.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Arthritis of the knee often can progress to severe degeneration of cartilage around the
joint. This degenerative arthritis can result in a change in the mechanical axis of the knee,
causing the forces associated with walking to be transferred along a different path [1, 2]. A
frequent result of this condition is knee pain for the patient, along with muscle weakness and loss
of function resulting in decreased ability of the patient to perform daily activities [3]. Total knee
arthroplasty (TKA) offers a solution to relieve pain and restore knee function through the use of
knee implant prostheses to resurface the distal femur and proximal tibia. This procedure has been
shown to be largely successful over time and has allowed for an increasing number of patients to
enjoy restored knee function.
In order to restore patient function, a number of different commercial options are
available to the orthopaedic surgeon. This thesis focuses on Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA),
where a knee implant prosthesis is used to resurface the knee joint bearing surfaces. Many
designs of TKA implants exist, but generally the total knee replacement includes a resurfacing of
the distal femur with a metal femoral component, as well as the proximal tibia with a metal tibia
baseplate and a plastic tibia insert which acts as the articulating surface of the tibia. In many
instances the patella is also resurfaced with a plastic bearing surface. The implant components of
the TKA system act to substitute for the function of the removed bone and soft tissue.
INTACT KNEE ANATOMY
An understanding of the bone landmarks and soft tissue structures of the knee, including
their anatomical location and function is necessary prior to the examination of kinematic data.
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The following section describes the basic bone landmarks and soft tissues of the knee with
biomechanical relevance.
Femur bone landmarks and axes (Fig. 1):









Femoral Head – Located at the spherical center of the femoral head at the hip; represents
the proximal point of the mechanical axis of the femur.
Femoral Mechanical Axis – The line connecting the femoral head to the intercondylar
notch at the distal femur.
Intercondylar Notch – The center point of the notch between the medial and lateral
condyles at the distal femur.
Trochlear Groove – The groove located along the anterior distal femur, represents the
patch of patellar tracking and the direction of the pull of the quadriceps.
Transepicondylar Axis (TEA) – The axis connecting the lateral epicondyle, which is the
most prominent point on the lateral side of the distal femoral condyle, to the medial
epicondyle, the sulcus on the medial side of the distal femoral condyle.
Posterior Condylar Line – The line connecting the most posterior point of the medial and
lateral condyles when viewed perpendicular to the femur mechanical axis.
Flexion Facet Centers (Lateral and Medial) – The best-fit spherical center point on the
medial and lateral posterior condyles.
Femoral Circular Axis – The axis connecting the medial and lateral flexion facet centers.
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Fig. 1. Bone anatomy of the femur showing the location of landmarks and axes of biomechanical
relevance. Left: Coronal view of the femur; Right: Distal view of the femur.
Tibia bone landmarks and axes (Fig. 2):







Intercondylar eminence – midpoint between the two intercondylar eminences on the
proximal tibia; represents the proximal point of the mechanical axis of the tibia.
Ankle center – center of the articulating surface on the distal tibia; represents the distal
point of the tibia mechanical axis.
Tibial mechanical axis - The line connecting the femoral head to the intercondylar notch
at the distal femur.
Medial tibia plateau – low point in the medial tibia compartment.
Lateral tibia plateau – low point in the lateral tibia compartment.
Tibia medial / lateral axis – an axis connecting the midpoints of the approximate
geometric center point of the medial and lateral tibia compartments; used to define the
medial/lateral directions.
3

Fig. 2. Bone anatomy of the tibia showing the location of landmarks and axes of biomechanical
relevance. Left: Coronal view of the tibia; Right: Proximal view of the tibia.
Soft tissue anatomy and locations in the native knee (Fig. 3):





Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) – connects the intercondylar notch of the femur to the
area anterior to the intercondylar eminence on the tibia; functions to resist posterior
translation of the femur relative to the tibia.
Posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) – connects the intercondylar notch of the femur to the
posterior intercondylar area of the tibia; functions to prevent anterior translation of the
femur relative to the tibia.
Lateral collateral ligament (LCL) – connects the lateral epicondyle of the femur to the
head of the fibula; functions to stabilize the lateral compartment in the coronal plane.
Medial collateral ligament (MCL) – connects the medial epicondyle of the femur to the
medial surface of the tibia; functions to stabilize the medial compartment in the coronal
plane.
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Quadriceps tendon – connects the quadriceps muscle to the patella; functions to translate
force across the patella through the patellar ligament to the tibia to extend the leg.
Patellar ligament – connects the distal patella to the tibial tuberosity; functions to
translate force from the quadriceps to the tibia to extend the leg.

Fig. 3. Soft tissue anatomy of the native knee.
In order to replace the function of the bone and soft tissue, many different designs have
been introduced and released over the years. These designs include different methods to
constrain against anterior/posterior motion. Two of the most common designs to constrain the
knee in the anterior/posterior direction are the posterior cruciate retaining knee and the posterior
stabilized knee. Cruciate retaining knee systems leave the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)
intact, which provides resistance to anterior femoral motion (Fig. 4). Posterior stabilized knee
systems utilize a post on the tibia articulating surface which interacts with a cam on the femoral
component at a designated flexion angle to prevent the femur from translating anteriorly and
force rollback (Fig. 5). Other TKA designs also exist, including cruciate substituting designs
such as the medial pivot, where a highly congruent medial condyle articulating geometry
prevents anterior translation of the femur [4], or other designs where the geometry of the
5

implants substitutes for the natural function of the soft tissue. In cases of severe instability due to
bone loss or loss of function of the collateral ligaments, or in cases of revision surgery where the
primary implants failed, additional TKA designs exist which allow for more constraint to provide
stability despite the patient condition. These designs include the constrained condylar knee [5] or
a hinged design [6], which both sacrifice the range of varus/valgus motion and internal/external
rotation to allow for added stability of the prosthesis. The specimens tested in this research are
either the cruciate retaining (CR) TKA or the posterior stabilized (PS) TKA.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the cruciate-retaining TKA system. The femoral component has a window
which allows the posterior cruciate ligament to remain intact.
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Fig. 5. Illustration showing a cross-section of the posterior-stabilized (PS) TKA system. The
anterior cam serves to prevent posterior dislocation of the femoral component by acting as a
boundary for the post on the tibia insert. The posterior cam interacts with the post of the tibia
insert during flexion to induce a posterior rollback of the femoral component on the tibia insert
and prevent anterior translation during flexion.
In addition to the design of the knee to substitute for anterior/posterior motion, the
articulating surface geometry also varies widely between designs. These variations can include
femoral components designed with a single radius of curvature in the flexion/extension axis,
implants with progressively greater radius of curvature (J-curve), implants designed to be
patient-specific to restore the patient anatomy, etc. All of these dissimilarities in TKA design
lead to the need for a method of evaluating the behavior of the implant system.
LIMITATIONS OF TKA
Total knee arthroplasty has been shown to be a largely successful and widely used
procedure, and is projected to continue to be part of the standard treatment practice in coming
years [7, 8]. However, instability is still reported as one of the top reasons for TKA patient
7

dissatisfaction and/or implant failure [9-12]. This instability can be described in general terms as
the feeling that the knee will give way during certain activities, including mid-stance, stair
climbing, or the act of sitting. The kinematic behavior of the knee has been shown to contribute
both to implant stability as well as patient satisfaction [11, 13]. Of particular interest is the
kinematic behavior of the knee in the anterior/posterior direction. With the resection of the
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), some TKA systems present an abnormal behavior of the knee
where the femur slides anterior on the tibia during flexion instead of rolling back as the natural
knee would do. This has been termed “paradoxical anterior translation”, and is a contributor to
knee instability [14-16].
KNEE KINEMATICS
Knee kinematic studies provide important insight into the behavior of the knee joint
throughout the range of motion encountered in the intact knee [17, 18]. These same types of
kinematic studies can be applied to knees that have undergone total knee arthroplasty (TKA) in
order to develop an understanding of how the specific design of TKA behaves and how it
compares to the function of the natural knee. These studies are useful for TKA design, for asking
specific research questions about TKA behavior, and for developing surgical techniques that
result in the best kinematics for TKA patients.
Results of kinematic studies have been used in the design of total knee implants and
instrumentation. Proper knee kinematics are associated with patient-reported knee outcomes [13,
19], and factor into the wear and longevity of the total knee replacements [20]. Several methods
for reporting knee kinematics exist, some of which are typically used for intact knees, and others
more suited for TKA knees. The following paragraphs detail different methods used to describe
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knee kinematics, including fluoroscopy-based kinematic measures, transepicondylar axis, flexion
facet center axis, and computer modeling of a joint coordinate system.
FLUOROSCOPY-BASED KINEMATICS
Fluoroscopy-based kinematics usually involves taking sagittal plane fluoroscopy x-ray
images of the TKA knee at different flexion angles [21]. When the X-ray is used with a video
screen, the technique is called fluoroscopy. These captured images are then analyzed afterward,
isolating the outlines of the femoral component and the tibial tray, which are both metal and
show up clearly in the x-ray. Shape matching is then used to fit a 3D model of the implants to the
outline of the knee components based on an overlay of the 3D model over the visible contours of
the implant, and then the location of the minimum distance between the tibial baseplate and each
condyle is calculated based on the 3D model. This is repeated at different flexion angles in a
quasi-static manner. Using X-ray fluoroscopy to measure knee kinematics has been shown by a
variety of researchers to be an effective way to measure the movement of the TKA knee [22, 23].
This method is used in both clinical and research environments for both in vivo and in vitro
situations and is considered easy to understand and repeatable. Recent advances have allowed
biplanar fluoroscopy to be able to give both sagittal and coronal images of the implant,
increasing the ability to fit a 3D model to the fluoroscopy images obtained. Banks and Hodge
examined the ability of fitting a computer model to a 3-D fluoroscopic image and found that
knee rotations can be measured to an accuracy of approximately one degree and translations
within the sagittal plane can be measured to approximately 0.5 mm [21]. Li et al. used two
orthogonal images of the knee obtained through bi-planar fluoroscopy to claim an accuracy of
0.1 mm and 0.1 deg in determining position of the objects when the model of the object was
known [24].
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Based on this same method of reporting is a measure known as the calculated Condylar
Low Point (CLP), which describes the minimum distance between the tibial baseplate plane and
the medial and lateral condyles for each flexion angle (Fig. 6). This can be calculated with
methods other than fluoroscopy if the 3D spatial location of both the femoral condyles and the
tibial baseplate are known, as described in Chapter 2.

Fig. 6. Left: Sagittal fluoroscopy image showing a 2D fluoroscopy image with the metal implant
components visible as a dark outline; and Right: coronal view with the approximate baseplate
plane illustrated in green and the location of the minimum distance to the medial and lateral
femoral condyles shown as an illustration of the condylar low points CLP.
Similar to traditional fluoroscopy based kinematics, the location of the contact point
between the femur and tibia can be calculated by inserting the tibial insert into the shape matched
3D model from the fluoroscopy output. The contact point between the tibial insert and each of
the femoral condyles can then be calculated [25]. The calculated tibio-femoral contact point
(TFCP) does not necessarily coincide with the CLP (Fig. 7). These studies are quasi-static in
nature if using fluoroscopy and are typically used in the research environment. Yamazaki et al.
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calculated the root mean square error of the femoral component relative to the tibia component
for this method to average approximately 0.6 mm for translation and 0.5° for rotation [26].

Fig. 7. Illustration showing a cross-section sagittal view of a representative femoral component
and tibia component. The condyle low point is shown as the point on the femoral component that
is the lowest relative to the base plane of the tibial component. The tibiofemoral contact point is
shown as the point on the femoral component that is closest to the articulating surface of the
tibial component.
Several studies have investigated the tibio-femoral contact between the femur and tibia
[26-28]. This calculated value typically requires three-dimensional models of the femur and tibia
that can be used to calculate the location of the minimum distance between the femur and the
tibia at each time step during flexion and extension. One method of obtaining this data is through
11

the use of biplanar fluoroscopy to calculate the contact between the bones after shape-matching a
3D model of the implant geometry to the bi-planar images [27]. MRI has also been used in the
research environment for the intact knee to obtain the contact point between the femur and tibia
articulating surfaces [28].
The tibio-femoral contact points (TFCP) can also be calculated computationally if the 3D
position of the femoral component and tibial insert is known and its model is available. This is
also described in Chapter 2.
EPICONDYLAR AXIS
The epicondylar axis has been used as another way of describing knee kinematics [29,
30]. An axis connecting the medial and lateral epicondyles is described based on the defined
positions of those landmarks. This transepicondylar axis (TEA) is projected down to a plane
defined in the tibial coordinate system and tracked through flexion/extension (Fig. 8). The TEA
has been suggested by some research groups to be representative of, or at least a rough
approximation of, an axis of flexion for the knee [29-31]. Tracking the epicondylar axis has
several benefits, including the ability to use anatomical landmarks to track knee motion in
instances where a TKA has been performed, as the epicondyles are one of the only distal femur
landmarks available for digitization after a TKA.
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Fig. 8. Illustration showing the location of the transepicondylar axis on the femur and a proximal
view of the tibia showing the projection of that axis down to the tibia reference plane.
There is a certain inaccuracy associated with digitization of the epicondyles, as some
studies have been performed quantifying interobserver and intraobserver error associated with
the digitization of the landmarks [32-34]. Specifically, Yau et al. examined the epicondyle
placement in five cadaver specimens digitized 25 times each by two surgeons with a navigation
system, finding average error in determining the medial epicondyle of 7.1 ± 2.4 mm, and an
average error of 11.1 ± 5.6 mm for the lateral epicondyle [32]. The large variability in the
epicondyle position leads to a change in the location of the transepicondylar axis. These
landmarks are typically obscured through soft tissue which makes the digitization of these
landmarks more difficult.
FLEXION FACET CENTER
In addition to the epicondylar axis, some researchers have defined a separate flexion axis,
the axis connecting the geometric center of each femoral condyle, as a way of tracking knee
motion. This has been described as an approach based on the flexion facet center (FFC), and is
typically performed on the unimplanted knee using imaging techniques, but can easily be
adapted to describe the kinematics of a knee replacement system. This method involves looking
13

at an image of femur in the sagittal plane, typically using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
The sagittal slice of MRI corresponding to the center of each femoral condyle is isolated and a
circle is fit to each posterior condyle. Circles are fit visually either by fitting transparent circles
to a printout of the MRI, and measuring the best fit circle [35, 36] or by computerized fit
methods. The centers of these two circles create a reference axis which can be projected down to
a tibial plane and the relative movement of the centers of these condyles is determined
throughout the range of flexion/extension motion (Fig. 9) [25]. The motion of this axis in the A/P
direction is used to describe knee motion. Because this method uses images taken at different
flexion angles, it can be characterized as quasi-static with an evaluation at several different
flexion angles throughout the range of motion.

Fig. 9. Left: Sagittal MRI image through a cadaver femur showing a best fit circle to the medial
condyle of the femur. Right: Sagittal MRI image through the lateral condyle showing a best fit
circle to the posterior lateral femoral condyle. The axis connecting these two circles can be
projected down to a tibia axis in the same manner as described for the transepicondylar axis.
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Since metal TKA implants can distort the MRI image, it would be difficult to obtain

similar images for a TKA knee. Metal implants distort images created from X-ray computed
tomography (CT) to an even greater extent than MRI. If the 3D model of the implant is available,
then the geometric center of the posterior condyles can be calculated. Some TKA femoral
components have multiple radii of curvature, so in these instances the center of the posterior
condyles would be calculated for the region corresponding to the greatest range from 0-90° of
flexion. Furthermore, if the three dimensional position of the femur and the tibia implant
components are known for a flexion cycle, then the FFC can be retroactively calculated based on
the implant position. This would allow FFC-type kinematics to be calculated without medical
imaging.
JOINT COORDINATE SYSTEM
As a way of describing knee kinematics, several attempts have been made at defining a
coordinate system to describe knee motion to allow comparison across studies. In 1983, Grood
and Suntay described a joint coordinate system in an effort to unify the different methods and
provide a repeatable method for describing three dimensional motions of the knee [37]. Grood
and Suntay’s joint coordinate system (JCS) sets up axes for each of the joints (Fig. 10). This
method has been accepted to some degree, and the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB)
has issued the JCS as the standard for biomechanical reporting for lower extremities [38].
Various clinical and research environments have adopted this JCS to define movements of the
knee. However, the precise Grood and Suntay definitions can be difficult to understand, and can
even give counter-intuitive descriptions of the knee kinematics, as the joint coordinate system is
sensitive to the selection of landmarks defining the coordinate axes [39, 40]. Specifically, Piazza
and Cavanagh describe a situation deemed “kinematic crosstalk” where error is introduced when
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the rotational axis of the knee is misaligned and joint angles are misinterpreted as components of
another joint motion [40].

Fig. 10. Illustration of the joint coordinate system definition for the femur and the tibia, as
described in the ISB recommendation for reporting lower extremity biomechanics. The x-axis is
defined along the medial/lateral direction, the y-axis is defined anterior/posterior, and the z-axis
is proximal/distal.
The JCS system was also initially based on intact knees, as some of the anatomical
landmarks used for definition of axes are no longer present in a TKA knee. For this reason, a
“modified” JCS system could be used for testing based on landmarks defined relative to the
16

TKA. The JCS system also only outputs the motion of one of the bones relative to the other (e.g
femur relative to tibia), instead of showing the motion of the medial and lateral portions of the
knee. Calculated JCS measurements are shown in Chapter 3 for one of the test specimens.
IMMEDIATE GOALS
While the overall goal of this system would be to design and develop a system capable of
capturing intraoperative kinematics and reporting them in real time, this research is focused on
the more immediate goals of proof-of-concept and feasibility of the test method. The immediate
goals of this work can be listed as:


To validate methodology used to suggest that results obtained from calculated point cloud
contact could be incorporated into a surgical navigation system to provide the surgeon with
intraoperative estimates of the knee kinematics similar to that published in the literature
observed with post-operative fluoroscopic testing.



To use implant models with kinematic data to output fluoroscopy-based kinematics
measurements of implant motion during a deep knee bend.



To successfully use a computer assisted surgery system to collect knee position data to be
used to describe TKA kinematics.
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CHAPTER TWO
FLUOROSCOPY-BASED KINEMATIC CALCULATIONS USING COMPUTERASSISTED SURGERY SYSTEM
ABSTRACT/SUMMARY
The goal of this study was to determine the kinematics of cadaveric knees implanted with
a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) prosthesis during life during a flexion/extension activity utilizing
a commercially available computer assisted surgery (CAS) system. Four specimens with
previously implanted TKA prostheses of different designs were tested through a
flexion/extension motion on a custom closed chain testing machine, while a commercial surgical
navigation system was used to track the motion of the femur and tibia. After testing, the implants
were reverse-engineered and custom Matlab code was used with the navigation system data to
translate and rotate 3D models of the implant components to positions recorded during testing.
From these data, kinematic measures were calculated by determining both the condyle low points
(CLP), as used in post-operative fluoroscopic weight-bearing studies of knee kinematics, and the
calculated tibiofemoral contact points (TFCP) at each time step. The root mean-square error
associated with registering the reverse engineered models to the CAS navigation data was 0.92 ±
0.33 mm for the tibia and 0.92 ± 0.11mm for the femur. The kinematic results were compared to
fluoroscopy-based kinematic results obtained by other research groups. Despite limitations of a
small sample size involving varying designs of TKA prostheses, the methods utilized
successfully reported TKA kinematics of a nature similar to that of fluoroscopy. This work
shows the utility of kinematics obtained through a CAS system, while demonstrating progress
toward a system that could be used to provide intraoperative feedback to kinematics that could
be compared to post-operative follow-up studies using fluoroscopy.
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INTRODUCTION
Knee kinematics have importance in understanding how the intact knee behaves, and how
that behavior is reproduced in total knee replacement systems. Much investigation has been
performed by various research and clinical groups to attempt to describe knee function, in preoperative settings, intraoperative settings, and in post-operative follow-up situations. Instability
has been cited as one of the leading causes for TKA revision besides infection [9, 10, 12]. As
instability can arise from having abnormal TKA kinematics due to malalignment or improper
substitution of function, kinematics involving the TKA knee are of particular importance. In
addition, abnormal kinematics has been cited as a contributor to increased implant component
wear [20].
This chapter focuses on the fluoroscopy-based kinematic measures, particularly the
condylar low point and the calculated tibio-femoral contact points. These measures are
considered some of the most easily understood methods for describing the motion of the
implanted knee. Traditional fluoroscopy kinematics uses fluoroscopic images taken at various
flexion angles of the TKA knee for shape-matching techniques in post-processing to determine
implant position and the three dimensional TKA kinematics [21]. An illustration of fluoroscopic
images is shown in Fig. 6 in Chapter 1. From the output from the shape matching, the calculated
contact position between the femoral condyles and the tibial insert can be determined, either as
the observed low point between the medial and lateral condyles and the baseplate, or the
calculated contact point between a 3D model of the medial and lateral condyles and the tibial
insert (Fig. 7). The resulting motion patterns can provide evidence of the TKA stability, the
degree to which the natural knee function was substituted by the TKA, as well as show any
abnormal kinematics, including paradoxical anterior translation.
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Despite its benefits, however, fluoroscopy has several limitations. First, the equipment
for gaining fluoroscopic evaluations of the knee is bulky, taking valuable time to set up, move,
and then additional time to gather fluoroscopic images at various positions of the knee, all the
while exposing the investigators (and the patient) to potentially harmful radiation. Second,
fluoroscopy-based kinematics is typically performed post-operatively following rehabilitation in
a weight-bearing quasi-static configuration, with discrete fluoroscopic images taken at different
flexion angles. Third, the data obtained by the fluoroscopy-based kinematic studies has to be
processed through various software to be able to fit a projection of a 3D implant to a 2D image, a
manual process which can be time-consuming.
In order to circumvent some limitations of fluoroscopy-based kinematics, similar types of
results can be obtained using a motion tracking system coupled with 3D models of the implants.
By tracking the motion of the implant components during flexion/extension motion of the knee,
the femoral low points and contact points can be calculated based on the implant model
geometry. This calculation can be performed entirely without the use of a fluoroscope or other
imaging device. The data collected are real time, giving a dynamic picture of the TKA
kinematics.
Motion tracking systems exist both in the research environment and the clinical
environment. One form of motion tracking used in the clinical environment is the computer
assisted surgery (CAS) navigation system. These CAS systems exist in various forms to allow
the surgeon to assess intraoperative alignment of the prosthesis through an interface with
specialized instrumentation during surgery, with the ultimate goal to place the implant in the
optimal position to restore knee function. Although these CAS systems provide feedback on
implant position, they are not currently used to assess kinematics of the joint intraoperatively.
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The ability to intraoperatively assess knee kinematics could have numerous benefits, including
allowing optimal placement of the knee implant to prevent instability, potentially reducing the
quantity of revision surgeries due to abnormal kinematics, and allowing comparisons between
intraoperative kinematics and post-op follow-up studies.
This work represents progress toward using CAS data to assess TKA kinematics, by
demonstrating that the same kinematic measures typically used for describing TKA kinematics
with fluoroscopy can be obtained through the use of a CAS system without requiring a
fluoroscope and its associated radiation. If the manufacturer of the implant system were to
provide the 3D models of the implants, this technology could feasibly be incorporated into the
navigation system to provide almost instant feedback of TKA behavior, allowing the surgeon to
place components on a more personalized approach, rather than using traditional absolute
alignment measures.
The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that motion capture can be incorporated into a
surgical navigation system to provide the surgeon with knee kinematic outputs similar to
fluoroscopic knee evaluations used in post-op testing.
METHODS
SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
Knee specimens from four cadavers with TKA were harvested at time of necropsy from a
local donor program (Medical Education & Research Institute, Memphis. TN). Exact donor
history was not known, nor was the time or duration of implantation of the total knee system.
After testing, each TKA was retrieved and identified according to the commercial model and
manufacturer (Table 1).
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Table 1. List of TKA specimens evaluated in this study.
Specimen Side
Right
1
2

Right

TKA Model
Smith & Nephew
Genesis II
Stryker Scorpio

3

Left

Biomet Vanguard

4

Right

Biomet Maxim

TKA Design
Cruciate
Retaining
Posterior
Stabilized
Cruciate
Retaining
Cruciate
Retaining

Bearing Type
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Each of the harvested specimens were prepared by removal of soft tissue, retaining the
quadriceps tendon and the capsule, and cutting the femur at 180 mm above the joint line, and
cutting the tibia at 180 mm below the joint line. Fibular motion was ignored for this study; the
fibula was cut short enough to not interfere with the testing apparatus. The specimen was
connected to the knee testing machine through use of two aluminum bone cups. The proximal
femoral shaft was cleared of soft tissue and mounted in a bone cup with such that the axis of the
femoral shaft was concentric to the bone cup axis. Three bone screws and a two-part urethane
epoxy were used to securely fix the bone in place. Similarly, the tibia was cleared of soft tissue
and potted in a separate bone cup with bone screws and epoxy. The preservation of the axes of
the femur and tibia in the bone cups is important for drawing conclusions about the final
kinematics because the hip and ankle joints were not retained during flexion/extension testing,
but simulated through the testing rig.
In order to perform a simulated weight-bearing lunge with a tensile force applied to the
quadriceps, a strip of nylon webbing was sutured to the quadriceps tendon on the knee, leaving a
length of webbing to be anchored to the knee machine for tension to be applied. This apparatus
was set up to apply a pulling force to the quadriceps during flexion, and was attached to a load
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cell to output real time measurements of the quadriceps force to prevent the force to be great that
it would pull out the sutures from the quadriceps tendon.
KNEE TESTING RIG
After potting, the bone cups were mounted in the closed chain knee testing rig designed
and built by Professor Paul C. McLeod of the Graduate Institute of Technology, University of
Arkansas, Little Rock, AK [41, 42] (Fig. 11). The tibia was mounted to an ankle box, which was
unconstrained for internal/external rotation, varus/valgus rotation, flexion/extension rotation, and
medial/lateral translation. With the tibia in place, the femur was fastened to the hip mount on the
closed chain rig such that it was placed in a neutral orientation, retaining the anatomic axis of
alignment through the tibia and femur to prevent abnormal kinematics through an induced varus
or valgus orientation. Femoral motion was restricted to a hinge motion allowing
flexion/extension only. To simulate a lunge, the anterior/posterior location of the ankle box was
set so that the ankle box was directly below the hip mount, and the entire ankle box was free to
move in the proximal/distal direction as the knee moved through its cycle. The closed chain knee
testing machine had previously been renovated and verified as a means of simulating a deep knee
bend at the University of Memphis [42].
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the knee testing machine as described by Professor Paul C. McLeod in the
patent covering the knee machine [41]. Image modified from the patent to describe the locations
of the components of interest for this study.
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
A commercially available computer assisted surgery (CAS) system (OrthoPilot, Aesculap
Inc, Tutlingen, Germany) was used to track the motion of the knee during testing (Fig. 12). This
CAS system utilized a Polaris camera (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada) along with
passive reflective marker arrays. One rigid body array of markers was fixed to the femoral shaft
and another to the tibia in an orientation such that they were visible to the Polaris camera
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throughout the range of motion of the knee. These arrays were tracked by the camera and the
CAS system so that their 3D spatial coordinate position was known.

Fig. 12. Image of the CAS system. Pictured is the computer loaded with the software, the Polaris
camera, and the passive reflective marker reference arrays.
The OrthoPilot CAS software was initiated and cycled through the initial registration
steps to define axes for kinematic output. To simulate the femoral head and center of the ankle,
sawbone bone extensions were connected to the bone cups in order to simulate these bone
positions. This step was needed to properly register the leg in the software to be able to proceed
to the flexion/extension motion portion of the program. A stylus was attached to a third passive
marker array and used to digitize the center of the knee to register the approximate center of
rotation for the flexion of the knee. Once the initial registration was complete, the knee was
mounted in the knee testing machine according to previously described methods. The OrthoPilot
software used for testing was modified to allow the output of the data collected during
flexion/extension motion.
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ACTIVE FLEXION/EXTENSION TESTING
Flexion/extension motion of the knee in the closed chain machine was accomplished
through force applied by a pneumatic cylinder acting on the pneumatic arm to move the entire
ankle box assembly in the proximal direction, causing the knee to flex (Fig. 13). In addition,
active flexion/extension testing is representative of a weight-bearing condition, so the quadriceps
tendon was connected to the machine and a tensile force was applied throughout the
flexion/extension cycle to simulate an active lunge cycle. A small preload was applied via the
pneumatic cylinder to ensure that the start of the motion was with the knee in compression (and
not in tension). To perform the squat maneuver, the knee was initial placed at full extension and
left otherwise unconstrained in the knee machine. The load applied to the tibia by the pneumatic
cylinder was increased until the knee was caused to flex from full extension to deep flexion, and
then the load was decreased at deep flexion, allowing the leg to extend. This active flexion
testing is representative of a weight-bearing single leg squat, and will be compared against the
post-operative in vivo weight bearing single leg squat.
During this flexion/extension motion, the CAS software was set up to record the position
of the tibia and femur marker arrays. The data recorded by the navigation system were the 3D
position of the femur and tibia marker arrays at each time step within the CAS coordinate
system. In addition, the knee testing machine computer output was used to observe the flexion
angle of the knee and the axial force applied to the leg during testing.
An increase in axial load alone was not sufficient to cause flexion of the knee due to the
initial force applied to the quadriceps, and a small disturbance was applied to the knee joint,
causing it to flex. During the flexion/extension motion, the femur was constrained to only allow
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flexion/extension, while the tibia was free to rotate axially, translate in the medial/lateral
direction, and rotate varus/valgus as well as rotate through flexion/extension.

Fig. 13. Image of the test setup showing the knee testing machine with one of the cadaver knee
specimens mounted in place for testing. This shows the active configuration, with the quadriceps
tendon sutured to nylon webbing and attached to the knee machine.
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PASSIVE FLEXION/EXTENSION TESTING
In addition to the active flexion testing with a force applied to the quadriceps tendon,
passive flexion cycles were observed for all specimens. For the passive flexion tests, the
quadriceps tendon was disconnected from the machine and no force was applied to the
quadriceps tendon during flexion/extension. The disconnected quadriceps was the only variable
changed for this passive testing. This passive flexion cycle is representative of the intraoperative
situation where the knee is passively flexed, and will be compared with the active flexion to
determine the effect of the quadriceps force on the data.
LANDMARK REGISTRATION
After flexion/extension testing, a series of points were identified based on the available
anatomy of the knee specimen and on points of interest on the implant surfaces. These points
were digitized with a stylus attached to a third marker array, such that their 3D position could be
defined within the same CAS coordinate system as the tibia and femur reference arrays so that
the data could be used for post-processing. These series of registration points were then exported
as a series of points in 3D space.
Reference points on the implant were required to be able to relate the post-testing implant
models back to the CAS coordinate system, so the complete set of points listed in Table 2 were
identified and exported, as these were deemed to be the most repeatable landmarks to use for
identification purposes. The approximate location of each of these landmark points is illustrated
in Fig. 14.
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Table 2. Landmark points on the tibia and femur registered with the CAS stylus.
Tibia
Intercondylar Eminence (top center
of poly insert)
Medial Plateau
Lateral Plateau
Postero-medial baseplate interface
Antero-medial baseplate interface
Antero-lateral baseplate interface
Postero-lateral baseplate interface
Ankle Bone Cup Center
Ankle center of sawbone extension

Femur
Intercondylar Notch
Posterior Medial Condyle
Posterior Lateral Condyle
Medial Epicondyle
Lateral Epicondyle
Postero-medial Distal Femur
Antero-medial Distal Femur
Antero-lateral Distal Femur
Postero-lateral Distal Femur
Femoral Bone Cup Center
Femoral head of sawbone
extension
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the points described in Table 2. The four baseplate interface points on the
tibia are located at the interface between the tibia baseplate and the resected surface of the bone.
The four distal femur points are located at the four corners of the interface between the distal cut
of the femur bone and the femur implant.
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IMPLANT RETRIEVAL AND MODELING
After all relevant testing and digitization was completed, the implants were retrieved
from the specimen and cleaned, removing residual bone and cement. The total knee components
were well fixed in the bone for all four specimens. The articulating surfaces of the implant
components were left alone and not scraped or marred, in order to retain the original wear scars.
Reverse engineering of the implant components took place after the implants were
cleaned. Implant markings were used to identify implant manufacturer and type of TKA
component. A MicroScribe M 3D Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM) Digitizer
(MicroScribe, Revware Inc, Raleigh, NC) was used to reverse engineer the implant components
(Fig. 15). Each femoral component and tibia insert was mounted to the MicroScribe table and a
2mm calibrated ruby tip was used with the manual arm of the MicroScribe to trace the surface of
each implant component. Verisurf software (Verisurf Software, Inc., Anaheim, CA) was used to
collect the 3D position output from the MicroScribe and store the data as a 3D point cloud. The
2mm tip caused the point cloud to be offset from the actual implant surface by 1mm, so a mesh
was created of the final point cloud dataset in Verisurf and this mesh was exported and brought
into Rapidform software. Rapidform (renamed Geomagic, 3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC) was used
to create an offset of the exported mesh of 1mm, bringing the dataset back true to the implant
size. The corrected mesh was then converted to a point cloud with 3D points at every 0.5mm
increment, and this point cloud dataset was exported for use in calculating kinematics.
In addition to the surfaces of the implant, the registration points from Table 1 were also
digitized using the 3D Digitizer, for use in registering the point cloud models together with the
navigation data.
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Fig. 15. Image of the MicroScribe M 3D Digitizer (Image from www.3d-microscribe.com).
COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS
Custom Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) code was used to register these point cloud
datasets to the points collected by the navigation system. The Matlab calculations build on the
work previously performed by John Connor [42] , with the addition of incorporating a model of
the reverse-engineered implant components and translating them to the navigation system
coordinate system and performing calculations to output kinematic results. The following section
provides an overview of the equations used. For more information and sample Matlab code for a
specimen, see Appendix A.
The calculations carried out by the program to get the condylar low point and calculated
contact kinematic outputs can be described in three distinct steps. First, the femur and tibia
points registered after the testing was completed, described previously in Table 2, were
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transformed into a single tibial body fixed coordinate system. Second, the reverse-engineered
point cloud datasets obtained using the Microscribe were transformed into the same tibial body
fixed coordinate system. Third, the condylar low point and calculated contact points were
determined for each time step that data were recorded.
Step 1 was accomplished using a modified version of the code previously described by
John Connor to bring the registered points into one tibial body fixed system [42]. The points
which were registered with the navigation system, previously described in Table 2, were used to
define unit vectors in the x, y, and z-directions. The z-axis for the tibia was defined as the vector
from the intercondylar eminence to the ankle center point. A temporary x-axis was defined as the
vector between the medial and lateral plateau landmark points. The y-axis was defined as the
cross-product between the z-axis and the temporary x-axis, with anterior positive and the origin
at the intercondylar eminence. Finally, the final x-axis was defined as the cross-product of the yaxis and the z-axis.
In order to get points from the reference system to the tibia body-fixed coordinate system,
a transformation matrix was defined. The rotation matrix was determined by the Matlab program
to be the dot product of the tibia body fixed unit vectors with the tibia marker array unit vectors,
and the translation matrix was simply the origin, which for the tibia was the intercondylar
eminence. The unit vectors for the tibia body fixed system were defined as (i,j,k) and the tibial
marker array unit vectors were defined as (x,y,z). The tibia body-fixed system, was then defined
as:
𝑥∙𝑖
[𝑇𝑡 ] = ⌈𝑦 ∙ 𝑖
𝑧∙𝑖

𝑥∙𝑗
𝑦∙𝑗
𝑧∙𝑗
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𝑥∙𝑘
𝑦 ∙ 𝑘⌉
𝑧∙𝑘

For the femur, the femoral body fixed unit vectors were defined as (I,J,K), resulting in a
femoral body fixed system described as:
𝑥∙𝐼
[𝑇𝑓 ] = ⌈ 𝑥 ∙ 𝐽
𝑥∙𝐾

𝑦∙𝐼
𝑦∙𝐽
𝑦∙𝐾

𝑧∙𝐼
𝑧∙𝐽⌉
𝑧∙𝐾

The navigation data matrix, defined as [Ta], was defined for each time step as the output
from the navigation data file. The final transformation matrix to be applied to the navigation data
points to bring all points into the tibia body fixed coordinate system is:
[𝑇𝑘 ] = [𝑇𝑡 ] ∗ [𝑇𝑎 ] ∗ [𝑇𝑓 ]

Once all navigation data were brought to be within the tibial body fixed coordinate
system, Step 2 was performed to bring the reverse-engineered point cloud datasets into the same
coordinate system as the points defined in Step 1. The points defined on the implant components
during the registration step were also defined using the Microscribe during the reverse
engineering of the implant components. Only the most easily defined points on the implants were
used for this step to prevent excessive error in the registration. These points include the baseplate
interface points on the tibia and the four distal femur corner points. This transformation was
accomplished using a singular value decomposition, where a matrix A is decomposed to values
such that A = U*S*V, and the resulting values are used to determine the rotation and translation
matrices between the reference points in the tibial body fixed coordinate system at a given time
step, R1, and the points in the reverse-engineered part coordinate system R2. First, the mean
values of R1 and R2 are calculated as the centroid of the dataset, CR1 and CR2. These centroids are
subtracted from each point in R1 and R2 to remove the translation component, resulting in R3 and
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R4, respectively, so that only the rotation component remains between the two values. Matrix A is
then defined as:
𝐴 = [𝑅3 ][𝑅4 ]𝑇
With matrix A defined, the SVD function in Matlab is executed, and U, S, and V are
returned. The rotation matrix is then calculated as Rotation = V*U’, and the overall
transformation matrix is Transformation = -(Rotation)*CR1’ + CR2’. This transformation is then
applied to all points in the point cloud for each time step to get the entire femoral point cloud
into the same tibia fixed coordinate system defined in Step 1. This step is repeated for the tibia
point cloud dataset to bring it into the tibia fixed coordinate system as well.
For Step 3, the locations of the condylar low point and the calculated contact point are
determined. For the condylar low point, the coordinate system is already set up such that the
point on the lateral condyle with the minimum z-value is the lateral condyle low point, and the
point on the medial condyle with the minimum z-value is the medial condyle low point. The
location of these low points are then calculated for each time step and saved. For the calculated
contact point, the distance between the tibia and the femur is calculated via the distance formula:

𝑑 = √(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1 )2 + (𝑧2 − 𝑧1 )2
The point to point distance between the tibia and femur point cloud datasets was
performed, and the values saved in an array. The minimum distance in that array was then
determined along with the location of that minimum, determined to be the calculated contact
point.
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For each time step recorded, these calculations were performed on the imported femur
and tibia datasets to calculate the locations of the femur and tibia for each time point relative to
one another based on the tracked motion of the bodies with the navigation system. For plotting
purposes, a coordinate system was defined based on the landmarks collected during testing, such
that the tibia was fixed and the femur rotating and translating relative to the fixed tibia.
Medial/Lateral was defined along the X-direction, with the Y-direction defined as
Anterior/Posterior, leaving Inferior/Superior to be defined in the Z-direction (Fig. 16). The
coordinate system transformations were performed on the point cloud datasets for each time step
recorded to get the point cloud reverse-engineered models to the CAS navigation coordinate
system.
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Z (+Prox)

Z (+Prox)

X (+Lat)

Y (+Ant)

Fig. 16. Image showing the definition of the coordinate system for measurements. The Xdirection is defined in the Medial/Lateral direction with Lateral positive. The Y-direction is
defined in the Anterior/Posterior direction with Anterior positive. The Z-direction is defined in
the Proximal/Distal direction with Proximal positive.
To test the goodness of fit between the reverse engineered point cloud data and the
registration points collected in the CAS coordinate system, the root mean square (RMS) error
was calculated in Matlab as a measure of how well the dataset was able to be related back to the
original CAS coordinate system based on the available points. This RMS error is associated with
the registration methods between the reverse engineered model and the CAS data.
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KINEMATIC OUTPUTS
Using the datasets translated according to the navigation data, a series of calculations
were performed in Matlab. In order to calculate the fluoroscopy-based kinematic measurements,
the minimum difference between the femoral condyles and the tibia baseplate plane was
calculated for each time step on both the medial and lateral condyles (Fig. 17). To calculate the
tibio-femoral contact points, the location of the minimum contact point in the point cloud was
recorded for each time step between the femur and the tibia. The resulting data were plotted to
give visual representations of the kinematic behavior of each knee specimen.

Fig. 17. Representative example of a reverse engineered point cloud of the femoral condyle
bearing surfaces transformed to the CAS coordinate system above a tibial plane for the
calculation of the fluoroscopy-based kinematics. This is for the Stryker Scorpio PS at 14˚
flexion.
Kinematic output plots were created by projecting the condylar low points or the
calculated contact points down to the baseplate (X-Y) plane, and showing the movement of those
points from full extension to full flexion. In order to be able to make comparisons between
datasets and published literature, the coordinate system was set up for the plots so that the
approximated centerline of the tibia articulating surface in the anterior/posterior direction was
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defined to be the origin in the y-direction, and the approximated centerline of the tibia baseplate
in the medial/lateral direction was the origin in the x-direction. This coordinate system was
defined using the points obtained during the registration (Fig. 18). The x-axis is defined by the
line running from the medial tibia plateau center to the lateral tibia plateau center, with the lateral
direction positive. The y-axis is defined perpendicular to the x-axis with the origin located at the
centerline of the tibia insert, with the anterior direction positive.

Fig. 18. Proximal image of the tibia with an illustration of the tibia implant component with
landmark location and coordinate system defined.
RESULTS
SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION OF THE METHODS
A successful execution of the methods occurred for all four test specimens. The flexion
cycles were performed with the knee testing machine and the CAS navigation data were
successfully captured and exported. The implant components were successfully retrieved and
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reverse engineered, and the Matlab program effectively achieved the coordinate system
transformations and exported kinematic outputs.
Due to testing machine operation, the data between full extension and 20° of flexion for
all specimens were influenced by forces external to the knee machine (manual intervention), and
was thus ignored to eliminate erroneous data. The data from 20° of flexion to maximum flexion
were found to be acceptable for all specimens and was used for the kinematic plots.
ACTIVE CONDYLAR LOW POINT RESULTS
Condyle low points were tracked over the range of flexion for all specimens (Fig. 19). All
four specimens showed an overall external rotation of the femur relative to the tibia, with the
medial condyle low point situated further anterior than the lateral condyle low point. A summary
of the overall anterior/posterior translation of each knee from 20° to maximum flexion was
calculated (Table 3).
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Fig. 19. Calculated Condylar Low Point (CLP) versus flexion for the femur translated to the
tibial baseplate. The y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior direction with the origin located
midway between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located along the anterior/posterior
centerline of the tibia.
The Stryker Scorpio PS specimen showed approximate symmetric behavior between the
medial and lateral condyles. Both femoral condyles show posterior rollback until approximately
55°, where there is a change in direction and both condyles show anterior sliding until 80°. There
is another change in direction at 80° to posterior translation again, likely due to the interaction of
the cam and post forcing the femur to roll back on the femur. There is no clearly defined rotation
of the femur relative to the tibia in deep flexion.
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The Biomet Maxim CR specimen showed a constant medial condyle low
anterior/posterior position from 20° to approximately 90°, where there was an anterior sliding of
the medial condyle until maximum flexion. A small amount of posterior rollback was seen in the
lateral condyle until 40°, and then the anterior/posterior position was constant until 60°, after
which the lateral condyle showed posterior translation until maximum flexion. This indicates an
external rotation of the femur on the tibia in deep flexion.
The Biomet Vanguard CR had fewer data points than the other specimens, as the flexion
testing was performed more quickly. Both the medial and lateral condyles show an initial
rollback of the femur on the tibia until 35°, where the lateral condyle levels off and the medial
condyle shows an anterior shift until 50° of flexion, where it levels off also. At deeper flexion,
there is anterior sliding of the medial condyle, and the lateral condyle shows a small amount of
posterior translation at maximum flexion. A small external rotation is seen in deep flexion.
The Smith & Nephew Genesis II CR specimen showed unusual behavior, with anterior
translation of the medial condylar low points until deep flexion, where there is a shift to a small
amount of posterior translation from 90° to maximum flexion. The lateral condylar low points
showed anterior sliding until 45°, and then there was some quick shifts in position resulting in a
posterior translation between 45° and 60°. From 60° to maximum flexion, the lateral condylar
low points showed shifts between anterior and posterior translation of 1-2 mm. The end position
at maximum flexion is with the medial condyle anterior translated and the lateral condyle near
the original position at 20°, showing a lateral pivoting behavior of the knee.
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Table 3. Anterior / Posterior position (mm) for each specimen (Anterior increasing positive).
The origin is located at the centerline
Specimen

CLP 20°
Medial A/P

CLP 20°
Lateral A/P

CLP Max
Flexion
Medial A/P

CLP Max
Flexion
Lateral A/P

-1.1

-3.3

-3.0

-6.2

-6.4

-11.6

-3.6

-16.6

1.1

-1.6

1.9

-4.8

-6.3

-8.6

1.4

-7.3

Stryker
Scorpio PS
Biomet
Maxim CR
Biomet
Vanguard
CR
Smith &
Nephew
Genesis II
CR

The net anterior/posterior translation for each specimen was also calculated for the range
of motion (Table 4). An overall net posterior translation was experienced by two of the four
specimens between 20° to maximum flexion, i.e. the Stryker Scorpio PS knee and the Biomet
Vanguard CR knee. The Biomet Maxim CR knee showed posterior translation on the lateral side
with a small anterior translation medially. The Smith & Nephew Genesis II CR knee showed
anterior translation of the condyle low point for both condyles.
Table 4. Net A/P translation, Anterior increasing positive,
for all specimens from 20° to maximum flexion.

Specimen
Stryker Scorpio
PS
Biomet Maxim
CR
Biomet
Vanguard CR
Smith & Nephew
Genesis II CR

CLP 20° to
Max Medial
A/P

CLP 20° to
Max Lateral
A/P

-1.9

-2.9

2.9

-5.0

0.8

-3.1

7.7

1.3
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Another kinematic measure commonly reported for fluoroscopy-based kinematic results
is a plot of the x-y position of the condylar low points. These plots show the medial/lateral
position versus the anterior/posterior position, and were plotted for all specimens (Fig. 20). Lines
were plotted connecting the medial and lateral condylar low point positions for the same flexion
angles, and the major flexion angles were labelled on the plots. The x-y plots are useful in
showing the rotational behavior of the condylar low points.
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Fig. 20. Calculated condylar low point x-position versus y-position for the condylar low points.
The x-axis is defined in the medial/lateral direction, and the y-axis is defined in the
anterior/posterior direction, as used for registration of TKA components. The origin is located
midway between the medial and lateral tibia plateau and along the anterior/posterior centerline of
the tibia.
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The x-y position plots confirm the same knee behavior of the results described for the
anterior/posterior translation versus flexion. All specimens show an initial external rotation with
the medial condylar low point anterior to the lateral condylar low point. The Scorpio PS plot
shows a relatively parallel motion between the medial and lateral condyles. The Maxim CR and
the Vanguard CR plots show an external rotation of the femur in deep flexion. The Genesis II CR
plot shows a lateral pivoting behavior throughout the range of flexion with more translation on
the medial side.
In order to visualize the location of condyle low point on the tibia, an overlay plot of the
location of the condylar low point was generated over the tibia articulating surface point cloud
data (Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21. Calculated condylar low point (CLP) anterior / posterior position versus medial / lateral
position for the femur overlaid on a profile of the tibia articulating surface. The x-axis is defined
in the medial/lateral direction, and the y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior direction, as used
for registration of TKA components. The origin is located midway between the medial and
lateral tibia plateau and along the anterior/posterior centerline of the tibia.
This overlay plot shows the location of the condylar low point relative to the reverseengineered point cloud of the articulating surface of the tibia. This graphic is useful for showing
the location of the condylar low points viewed in an equal x-y scale, and for showing where on
the tibia surface the condylar low point corresponds to. For all specimens, the condylar low
points fell within the tibia compartments in reasonable locations, and the distance between the
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medial and lateral condylar low points is relatively constant, as would be expected. This
indicates that there were likely not any outlying points in the point cloud datasets which would
cause skewing of the results.
ACTIVE CALCULATED TIBIO-FEMORAL CONTACT RESULTS
Kinematic plots of the medial and lateral calculated tibio-femoral contact points were
successfully generated for all specimens in the range of 20° to the maximum flexion for the
specimen (Fig. 22). More variability was seen overall in the calculated contact than the condyle
low point results.
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Fig. 22. Calculated Tibio-Femoral Contact Point (TFCP) anterior / posterior translation versus
flexion angle for all four specimens. The y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior direction with
the origin located midway between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located along the
anterior/posterior centerline of the tibia.
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The tibio-femoral contact points (TFCP) showed similar type behavior to the condylar
low points (CLP), but there were some key differences as well. There was much more variability
and scatter within the TFCP data versus the CLP, particularly for deeper flexion angles.
For the Stryker Scorpio PS specimen, the TFCP anterior/posterior position did not appear
to be parallel like it was for the CLP data. The TFCP also deviated from the CLP in that it
showed anterior translation of the lateral TFCP from 20° to 50°, instead of posterior translation.
Around 80° of flexion, the medial TFCP hit a maximum anterior translation, while the CLP hits
a local minimum. The deep flexion data past 90° were scattered and the exact behavior of the
specimen could not be determined.
The Biomet Maxim CR specimen showed similar behavior between the TFCP and CLP,
though the initial TFCP for the medial condyle was much further anterior than the CLP location,
and abruptly translated posterior from 20° to 30° of flexion. The only other notable difference is
that the data also showed scatter in deep flexion past 100°.
The Biomet Vanguard CR specimen showed a similar path for the medial and lateral
TFCP. At 50°, the medial TFCP moves slightly anterior to the lateral TFCP. This specimen also
showed scatter at deep flexion.
The Smith & Nephew Genesis II CR specimen showed behavior very similar to the CLP
data, with the same local changes in direction of the TFCP. This specimen did not appear to
show more scatter than the CLP data for the TFCP.
In the same manner as the condylar low point data, the x-y position of the calculated
contact points was plotted, showing the medial/lateral position versus the anterior/posterior
position for all specimens (Fig. 23).
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Fig. 23. Calculated tibio-femoral contact point (TFCP) x-position versus y-position. The x-axis
is defined in the medial/lateral direction, and the y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior
direction, as used for registration of TKA components. The origin is located midway between the
medial and lateral tibia plateau and along the anterior/posterior centerline of the tibia.
The x-position versus y-position of the TFCP shows where some of the variability for the
data come from. This effect is most pronounced for the Stryker Scorpio PS specimen on the
lateral side, where the calculated contact point jumps from one location to another without an
apparent pattern. The Biomet Vanguard specimen also showed large variability for both the
medial and lateral contact points, and comparing this with the results in Figure 22, this scatter
appears to be located at deep flexion.
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Small relative motions of the conforming tibial and femoral components under
compressive loading can produce relatively large translations of the contact points. This situation
is demonstrated in the discussion (Fig. 32).
An overlay plot was also created for the location of the calculated contact and the tibia
articulating surface (Fig. 24). The location of contact appeared to be similar to the location for
the condyle low point, but more variable and not as tightly defined.
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Fig. 24. Calculated tibio-femoral contact point anterior / posterior position versus medial / lateral
position for the femur overlaid on a profile of the digitized tibia surface. The x-axis is defined in
the medial/lateral direction, and the y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior direction, as used
for registration of TKA components. The origin is located midway between the medial and
lateral tibia plateau and along the anterior/posterior centerline of the tibia.
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PASSIVE FLEXION RESULTS
In addition to the active results with the quadriceps tendon attached, passive results were
also collected in order to be compared with the active results. These plots represent the closed
chain behavior of the knee with no quadriceps force applied during flexion. Both the condylar
low points (Fig. 25) and tibio-femoral contact points (Fig. 26) were tracked in the
anterior/posterior direction versus flexion.
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Fig. 25. Calculated Condylar Low Point anterior / posterior translation versus flexion angle for
all four specimens for the passively flexed knee, with no quadriceps force applied. The y-axis is
defined in the anterior/posterior direction with the origin located midway between the two
medial and lateral tibia plateau and located along the anterior/posterior centerline of the tibia.
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Fig. 26. Calculated Tibio-Femoral Contact Point (TFCP) anterior / posterior translation versus
flexion angle for all four specimens for the passively flexed knee, with no quadriceps force
applied. The y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior direction with the origin located midway
between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located along the Anterior/Posterior
centerline of the tibia.
Overall, similar kinematic profiles were observed for the passive flexion compared with
the active flexion with quadriceps force applied. A more detailed comparison between the active
and passive results is available in the discussion.
CALCULATED ERROR
For the four specimens tested, the root-mean-square (RMS) error associated with the
registering of the reverse engineered point cloud of the tibia to the tibia navigation data was
successfully calculated (Table 5). The tibia registration average RMS error for fitting the reverse
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engineered point cloud of the tibia to the tibia navigation dataset was 0.92 ± 0.11 mm, and the
femur registration average RMS error for fitting the femur point cloud to the femoral navigation
data was 0.92 ± 0.33 mm.
Table 5. Root-mean-square error associated with the registration of the reverse-engineered point
cloud implant models to the navigation data collected during flexion testing.

TKA Model
Smith & Nephew Genesis II CR
Biomet Vanguard CR
Stryker Scorpio PS
Biomet Maxim CR

Tibia Registration
RMS Error (mm)
1.3643
0.6944
0.9723
0.6429

Femur Registration
RMS Error (mm)
0.8407
0.9786
0.815
1.044

DISCUSSION
The present study successfully demonstrated the use of a modified commercially
available computer assisted navigation system to obtain dynamic TKA kinematics of a similar
nature to that obtained using fluoroscopy. Condyle Low Points and Tibio-Femoral Contact
Points of the femur were calculated, and showed the behavior of the TKA knee.
It is generally accepted in published literature that the normal intact knee moves with
external rotation of the femur relative to the tibia with increasing flexion, the so-called screwhome mechanism, along with a greater posterior roll-back of the lateral femoral condyle on the
convex lateral tibial compartment when compared to the medial femoral condyle on the concave
medial tibial compartment [43]. The specimens tested were all previously implanted and well
healed, and as such no pre-operative kinematics were available for these specimens for
comparison. In order to judge the effectiveness of the methods, comparisons to published
literature for TKA knees can be performed. There is a large variability in implant designs, and
the specimens tested have implants of varying design, so only qualitative measures are possible
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with the available data. For purposes of comparison to published literature, the condylar low
point is more valuable, as it did not exhibit the variability shown in the calculated contact point.
All four specimens examined showed external rotation of the femur relative to the tibia,
demonstrated by the more posterior position of the condylar low point of the lateral condyle for
the entire range of motion.
In comparing the start and end points for the four knees tested, three of the four
specimens showed greater posterior translation on the lateral side with increasing flexion. The
Smith & Nephew Genesis II showed the opposite behavior.
ACTIVE FLEXION CONTRASTED WITH PASSIVE FLEXION
The majority of the comparisons described in this thesis are for the active condition, with
the quadriceps tendon attached and a force applied, as this is the condition of the knee during
post-operative studies performed after rehabilitiation. However, it is important to point out that
the quadriceps has a significant impact on the kinematics of the knee. Yoshiya et al demonstrated
this in a study where they compared the weight-bearing (WB) and non-weight-bearing (NWB)
average anterior/posterior contact position of the knee during flexion at 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° for
both posterior cruciate retaining (PCR) and posterior stabilized (PS) TKA knees [44]. The
implant designs tested by Yoshiya et al. was the DePuy P.F.C. Sigma design. For comparison
purposes, the average anterior/posterior position data for the condylar low point were calculated
in the same manner as Yoshiya et al. for both the active and passive conditions for all specimens
(Table 6). These data were plotted against the data published by Yoshiya et al for both the
cruciate retaining knee designs tested (Fig. 27) and the posterior stabilized knee tested (Fig. 28).
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Table 6. Average anterior/posterior position data for the condylar low point. The average
position was calculated by taking the sum of the medial and lateral condylar low point position
and dividing by two.
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Fig. 27. The cruciate-retaining knee data from Figure 3 of Yoshiya et al. showing average AP
contact positions between weight-bearing (WB) and non-weight-bearing (NWB) conditions for
the cruciate-retaining (PCR) knee [44] plotted against the data collected for the three cruciate
retaining specimens tested in both the active (quadriceps tendon for applied) and passive (no
quadriceps force) conditions.
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For the cruciate-retaining (CR) specimens, Yoshiya et al. found similar kinematic
patterns between the weight-bearing and non-weight-bearing conditions, but found that the
average contact was more posterior than the non-weight-bearing [44]. For all specimens tested,
the kinematic behavior was similar between the passive and active results. The biggest difference
observed was for the Vanguard CR specimen, which showed more posterior average condylar
low points for the active condition than the passive. This result is in line with the results reported
by Yoshiya et al. The other specimens tested showed some differences in the average
anterior/posterior position between passive and active as well, but this result was not as
pronounced. The Genesis II CR specimen showed a difference in anterior/posterior translation at
80 degrees, where the passive testing showed a posterior translation versus the active specimen
which translated anteriorly. This could be due to the effect of the increased joint loading with the
quadriceps force applied, causing the femur to slide anteriorly on the tibia at this flexion angle.
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Fig. 28. The posterior-stabilized knee data from Figure 3 of Yoshiya et al. showing average AP
contact positions between weight-bearing (WB) and non-weight-bearing (NWB) conditions for
the posterior-stabilized (PS) knee [44] plotted against the data collected for the single posteriorstaiblized specimen tested in both the active (quadriceps tendon for applied) and passive (no
quadriceps force) conditions.
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For the posterior-stabilized (PS) specimens, Yoshiya et al. found significantly more
posterior contact position of the PS TKA in the weight-bearing condition versus the non-weightbearing [44]. Although this is a different implant system, which likely contributes to different
kinematic behavior, the active Scorpio PS specimen appeared to also have more anterior position
than the passive condition. Yoshiya et al. also found a significant posterior rollback between 60°
and 90° for the non-weight-bearing test. This result was not seen in the Scorpio PS results,
though there appears to be a posterior translation later on in the flexion cycle, between 80° and
90°. This difference is likely due to the differences in the implant design and the point at which
the post/cam interface occurs.
One limitation of making these comparisons between these two studies using these data is
that the results from 0° to 20° were eliminated due to the methods used, as described previously.
Another limitation is the dissimilarity in implant designs causing different kinematics. Overall,
however, the recorded results appear to show similar behavior to the published results for active
versus passive flexion testing with a change in average anterior/posterior position between the
passive and active datasets.
COMPARISONS FOR POSTERIOR-STABILIZED SPECIMEN
STRYKER SCORPIO PS
The Stryker Scorpio specimen was the only posterior-stabilized (PS) implant evaluated in
this thesis. For comparison purposes to published literature, both Kitagawa et al. and Tamaki et
al. evaluated the Stryker Scorpio knee by evaluating the pre-operative versus post-operative
kinematic behavior. Kitagawa et al. described a cruciate retaining Scorpio TKA during
fluoroscopy in a weight bearing deep knee bend [45]. In order to describe the kinematics of the
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knee, they looked at the anterior/posterior motion of 10 knees throughout flexion/extension, and
their A/P translation plots are shown below (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29. Postoperative Anterior/Posterior translation for the Scorpio CR TKA system as
measured by Kitagawa et al during a weight-bearing deep knee bend [45].Ten knees were
evaluated in the study. Of note is the large range of motion seen in the different knees. Reprinted
from The Journal of Arthroplasty, Vol 25 /6, Kitagawa A, Tsumura N, Chin T, Gamada K,
Banks SA, Kurosaka M, In Vivo Comparison of Knee Kinematics Before and After HighFlexion Posterior Cruciate-Retaining Total Knee Arthroplasty, Pages 964-969, Copyright (2010),
with permission from Elsevier.
Comparing the results obtained by Kitagawa et al. to the results previously described, it is
seen that the results for the Scorpio PS knee show slightly different kinematics than the results
from Kitagawa et al. The Scorpio PS specimen showed an initial posterior rollback until 55°,
while only two of the specimens from Kitagawa et al. showed similar behavior. This difference
is likely due to the differences between the cruciate retaining and posterior stabilized designs for
the Scorpio PS knee. The rollback caused by the post/cam interaction for the Scorpio PS knee
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appears to have occurred around 80 degrees of flexion, while the cruciate retaining specimens
from Kitagawa et al. appears to show posterior translation earlier in the flexion cycle, between
60-80°. Direct numerical comparisons between the tested knee and published data are difficult
due to the large variability between specimens, as evidenced by the published results above.
Overall, however, the Scorpio PS knee showed a more posterior position for both the medial and
lateral condyles at full extension than at the beginning of the flexion cycle, which matches the
results published by Kitagawa et al.
Tamaki et al. also examined the Stryker Scorpio knee, with a posterior-stabilized (PS)
design tested under an in vivo deep knee bend [46]. The Scorpio design tested was a NonRestrictive Geometry intended to allow for a deeper range of flexion than the standard Scorpio
PS knee. Tamaki et al. found that on average the position of the medial condylar low point (CLP)
was anterior to the lateral CLP, which matches the results obtained for the Scorpio PS specimen
tested. The anterior/posterior position plots While the Scorpio PS specimen tested in this thesis
showed a similar pattern between the medial and lateral CLP data, Tamaki et al. found an
external rotation of the femur, with the lateral condyle translating further posterior than the
medial condyle. For the Scorpio PS knee tested, the apparent post/cam interaction occurs around
80° of flexion, causing a change from anterior translation to posterior translation. In the NonRestrictive-Geometry design tested by Tamaki et al., the change in direction occurs at an earlier
flexion angle, around 60° of flexion.
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Fig. 30. Anterior/posterior position (mean ± SD) of the medial and lateral femoral condylar low
points during deep-knee bending motion as reported by Tamaki et al. [46]. Reprinted from The
Journal of Arthroplasty, Vol 23/edition 6, Tamaki M, Tomita T, Yamazaki T, Hozack WJ,
Yoshikawa H, Sugamoto K, In Vivo Kinematic Analysis of a High-Flexion Posterior Stabilized
Fixed-Bearing Knee Prosthesis in Deep Knee-Bending Motion, Page 879., Copyright (2008),
with permission from Elsevier.
To help explain some of these apparent differences, note that the calculated contact plots
showed that the lateral contact location was along the medial edge of the lateral condyle, which
indicates that the femur may have been lateralized on the tibial component, riding along the edge
of the tibial post, possibly due to the additional compressive force at the knee joint caused by the
quadriceps tendon. This could have influenced the CLP behavior on the lateral condyle to not
translate as far posterior as was seen in the results by Tamaki et al. Additionally, the differences
in implant design between the Scorpio PS knee and the Non-Restrictive-Geometry knee tested by
Tamaki et al. could also explain some of the differences in the results.
Overall, the results reported for the Scorpio PS specimen are shown to be an accepted
representation of the kinematic behavior of that knee.
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COMPARISONS FOR CRUCIATE-RETAINING SPECIMENS
A number of studies were found performed for cruciate-retaining TKA specimens,
though the published results showed variability in the implant type used. To compare the active
data for the CR specimens against published literature, a table was generated with available
cruciate retaining anterior/posterior (AP) position data for the medial and lateral condylar low
point (Table 7). Added to this table was also the three cruciate-retaining specimens investigated
in this research.
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Table 7. Published literature results showing the anterior/posterior position of the condylar low
points for the medial and lateral condyles. The origin was defined the same for all studies, with
the approximate centerline of the tibia in the anterior/posterior direction the location of the
origin.
Study
Yoshiya et
al. [44]

Implant
P.F.C.
Sigma CR

Activity
In Vivo weight
bearing deep knee
bend

Bertin et al.
[47]

NexGen
CR

In Vivo Deep
Knee Bend

Most et al.
[48]

NexGen
CR

Current
study

Vanguard
CR

In Vitro Robotic
simulated weight
bearing lunge
In Vitro simulated
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Medial AP
Lateral AP
Position (mm)
Position (mm)
-4.7 ± 3.0
-4.3 ± 2.1
-5.9 ± 2.4
-5.9 ± 1.9
-2.1 ± 2.7
-3.6 ± 1.7
-3.2 ± 2.2
-5.2 ± 3.0
-4 ± 2.7
-3.4 ± 3.2
-5 ± 3.0
-6.5 ± 2.0
-5.9 ± 1.8
-6.4 ± 2.0
-6.3 ± 2.1
-6.7 ± 2.1
-5.9 ± 2.0
-7.2 ± 2.9
-7 ± 3.3
-7.8 ± 2.9
-0.7 ± 4.4
-3.3 ± 4.7
+1.0 ± 6.0
+0.4 ± 4.8
-21.7 ±12.2
-27.2 ± 8.4
1.1
-1.6
-1.4
-4.0
-0.6
-5.3
0.7
-4.8
0.5
-4.8
0.1
-5.4
-0.2
-5.9
1.0
-5.1
1.9
-4.8
-6.4
-11.6
-6.1
-11.7
-6.8
-12.8
-6.8
-12.7
-6.8
-12.9
-6.0
-12.5
-6.1
-13.8
-6.2
-15.2
-3.6
-16.6
-6.3
-8.6
-5.2
-8.6
-4.3
-7.0
-4.3
-6.2
-2.8
-8.1
-2.3
-7.9
-0.8
-7.7
1.9
-7.5
1.4
-7.3

The data in this table were plotted to visualize the anterior/posterior behavior of the
cruciate-retaining specimens (Fig. 31).
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Fig. 31. Plot of the cruciate retaining knee data from Table 7 showing anterior/posterior condylar
low point positions. The y-axis is defined in the Anterior/Posterior direction with the origin
located midway between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located along the
Anterior/Posterior centerline of the tibia.
Overall, all CR specimens tested showed similar behavior to each other or to the
published literature. The Maxim CR specimen very closely matched the NexGen CR results
published by Bertin et al., with the only difference being an anterior translation in the Maxim
specimen at maximum flexion. The Vanguard CR showed a more anterior starting point than the
other specimens, but showed similar behavior to the P.F.C. Sigma CR specimen tested by
Yoshiya et al. The Genesis II CR showed similar anterior/posterior position to the Yoshiya et al.
results as well for the first 70 degrees of flexion, and then showed anterior translation until deep
flexion.
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Due to the variability in the data published and the wide range of implant designs, it is
difficult to draw many more conclusions based on these results. Looking at the results of each
CR specimen individually and comparing to any literature findings for that specific implant
system could yield better results, and this task is pursued in the following sections.
SMITH & NEPHEW GENESIS II CR
As stated in the results, the Smith & Nephew Genesis II showed unusual behavior, with
anterior translation of the medial condylar low points until deep flexion, where there was a shift
to a small amount of posterior translation from 90° to maximum flexion. The lateral condylar
low points showed anterior sliding until 45°, and then there was some quick shifts in position
resulting in a posterior translation between 45° and 60°. From 60° to maximum flexion, the
lateral condylar low points showed shifts between anterior and posterior translation of 1-2 mm.
The end position at maximum flexion is with the medial condyle anterior translated and the
lateral condyle near the original position at 20°, showing a lateral pivoting behavior of the knee.
Omori et al. investigated the cruciate-retaining Genesis II implant using a
photostereometric knee motion analysis system [49]. They found that the Genesis II implant
showed small initial rollback followed by sliding, then rollback again for flexion beyond 60°, for
passive manual knee flexion, under no axial loading. The translation on the medial side was
significantly more than the translation on the lateral side in their study, showing a lateral pivot
motion. These results are consistent with the results observed in the present study for the Genesis
II implant. A greater translation was experienced on the medial side, with overall anterior
translation of the component. Stiehl et al. showed lateral pivoting in cruciate retaining knees
during a similar activity [50].
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The Genesis II implant when it was retrieved showed a significant amount of wear on the
tibia polyethylene insert, including “bubbling” wear, with the polyethylene surface delaminating
and a bubble forming in the polyethylene. This bubbling wear may be partly responsible for
some of the shifts in motion observed, with posterior rollback followed by a quick successive
anterior translation, followed by more rollback and more anterior translation. Analysis using a
multibody dynamics model of an implant with severe pitting and bubbling wear of the
polyethylene component indicated that the kinematics of the knee was altered in comparison to
simulations of knee bending with an unworn implant [51].
Overall, the results reported for the Genesis II CR specimen are shown to be an accepted
representation of the kinematic behavior of that knee.
BIOMET VANGUARD CR
As stated in the results section, the Biomet Vanguard CR showed initial rollback on both
medial and lateral condyles for initial flexion until 35°, where the lateral condyle levels off and
the medial condyle shows an anterior shift until 50° of flexion, where it levels off also. At deeper
flexion, there is anterior sliding of the medial condyle, and the lateral condyle shows a small
amount of posterior translation at maximum flexion. A small external rotation is seen in deep
flexion. This kinematic behavior is similar to that by Yoshiya et al. [44], shown in Figure 31.
Howell et al. found a large range in the AP translation for the Vanguard CR knee during
an in vivo weight bearing deep knee bend [52]. For the medial condyle, they found 5.7 ± 5.0 mm
anterior movement from extension to mid-flexion and 2.0 ± 5.5 mm anterior movement of the
lateral condyle from extension to mid-flexion. For the Vanguard CR knee tested in this thesis,
the medial condyle had a translation of 0.4 mm posterior between 20° and 50°, and the lateral
condyle had a translation of 3.2 mm posterior for the same flexion range. The results for mid-
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flexion to deep flexion for both the Howell et al. study and the Vanguard CR specimen tested in
this research is displayed in Table 8.
Table 8. Anterior/posterior translation of the Vanguard CR for the current study compared with
the results by Howell et al. for an active flexion deep knee bend [52].
Medial Condyle AP
Translation

Lateral Condyle AP
Translation

5.7 ± 5.0 mm

2.0 ± 5.5 mm

-1.4 ± 5.0 mm

-4.0 ± 4.0 mm

20° to 50°

-0.4 mm

-3.2 mm

50° to
Max flexion

1.2 mm

0.0 mm

Vanguard CR

Flexion angle

Howell et al.
[52]

Extension to
Mid-flexion
Mid-flexion
to Deep
flexion

Current study

The lateral condyle of the Vanguard CR translation falls within the same range reported
by Howell et al., but the medial condyle of the Vanguard CR specimen saw more posterior
translation than Howell et al. from extension to mid-flexion. It is possible that the differences
seen are due to the elimination of the data for the first 20 degrees of flexion The mid-flexion to
deep flexion results for the Vanguard CR specimen were within the range reported by Howell et
al. for both the medial and lateral translation.
Overall, the results reported for the Vanguard CR specimen are shown to be an accepted
representation of the kinematic behavior of that knee.
BIOMET MAXIM CR
As stated in the results, the Biomet Maxim CR specimen showed a constant medial
condyle low anterior/posterior position from 20° to approximately 90°, where there was an
anterior sliding of the medial condyle until maximum flexion. A small amount of posterior
rollback was seen in the lateral condyle until 40°, and then the anterior/posterior position was
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constant until 60°, after which the lateral condyle showed posterior translation until maximum
flexion. This indicates an external rotation of the femur on the tibia in deep flexion.
Previous research in the literature was not available for the Biomet Maxim CR total knee
system, but the results previously shown for the Maxim CR in Table 7 and Figure 31 show a
similar kinematic behavior to other CR results in published literature. The NexGen CR results
published by Bertin et al. were particularly close to the results described for the Maxim CR
implant [47].
Overall, the results reported for the Maxim CR specimen are shown to be an accepted
representation of the kinematic behavior of that knee.
CALCULATED TIBIO-FEMORAL CONTACT
The calculated contact between the femur and the tibia showed similar anterior/posterior
behavior as the condylar low points, as would be expected, but also showed more variability
around the location of contact, particularly in deeper flexion. This rapid fluctuation in contact
location limits the usefulness of the calculated contact results. Two potential contributors to this
rapid fluctuation in contact (jitter) have been identified. First, the knee testing machine used to
simulate the lunge is not a smooth operating machine, but has some jitter associated with its
mechanical operation. The pneumatic cylinder used to provide a force on the ankle and the
overall mechanical nature of the machine likely contributed to the jitter observed. This jitter did
not appear to have a large impact on the results until the small scale calculations were performed
to calculate the contact, where the influence was apparent, causing the contact location to jump
from one location to another for each time step.
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A second potential contributor to the jitter relates to the high levels of conformity
between the femur and the tibia, coupled with the increased quadriceps force acting on the knee
at deeper flexion, as well as the error associated with the registration methods.
The higher quad force at deeper flexion causes the femur to be tightly contacting the
tibia, making the calculation of the contact point sensitive to very small changes in the position
of the femur relative to the tibia. These changes in position can be real changes, representing
observed kinematic behavior of the knee, or they can be influences in the position caused by the
errors associated with the registration methods.
To demonstrate this dichotomy, a circular object in a highly conforming dish can be
considered as an analogy. The schematic in Figure 32 shows one such circular object in a highly
conforming dish. A relatively small translation in the spherical object, represented by the
distance Y1, results in a contact location a much greater distance apart, represented by Y2. A
similar situation to this is seen with the contact calculations, where a small change in the femur
location caused by rolling or sliding results in an apparent large jump in the calculated contact
location. This phenomenon was seen to a greater degree in the active flexion datasets than the
passive datasets, likely due to the increased compressive force causing the femoral component to
be more tightly conformed to the tibial component and reducing the possibility of condylar lift
off.
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Fig. 32. Illustration of a circular object in a highly conforming dish. A small translation in the
circular object is represented by Y1, and the distance in the contact location between the two
positions of the circular object is represented by Y2.
ERROR AND ACCURACY
The root-mean-square (RMS) error seen in the computations can be attributed to the
methods used in testing. The points on the retrieved implants were chosen with a stylus, and
there was a lack of clearly defined features on the implant itself to be digitized as a registered
point.
For accurate registration, it is critical to have highly reliable points for digitizing so that
those points can be used to reference known locations on the implant model for transforming it
and performing the calculations. For the current study, a series of points were registered such
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that they could later be referenced to the reverse-engineered model. For the femur, these points
were the four most distal corners of the implant where they contact the distal femur (Figure 14).
For the tibia, the baseplate interface points were chosen for calculating the tibia transformations
(Figure 14). These points were deemed as the most reliable points to be able to recreate in postprocessing by digitizing the same point in the point cloud models as was registered with the
navigation system during testing. The root-mean square error for the registration between the
point cloud data and the navigation data for all specimens ranged from 0.64 mm to 1.36 mm
(Table 5). This error likely had an impact on the calculated results, particularly the location of
the calculated tibio-femoral contact points, contributing to some of the variability seen in
addition to the conformity stated previously. However, this error is deemed acceptable for this
current study, as it gives a sufficient transformation for proof of concept, and the kinematic
trends observed were found to be similar to published kinematics.
If this method were to be used intraoperatively, fiducial landmarks could be incorporated
into the implant components, similar to the methods described by Mahfouz et al., who used
shallow registration holes drilled in the implant component surface as registration landmarks for
the Optotrak probe [53]. For the retrieval studies described by this research, detailed photographs
and measurements to a defined registration location on the implant could likely increase the
accuracy in selecting corresponding landmarks in the 3D model.
There are other errors associated with the process, but none of them appear to be as large
as that associated with the registration. Wiles et al. found a RMS error associated with the NDI
Polaris position sensor of 0.231 mm for a passive rigid body [54]. It can be assumed that similar
error to this affected the CAS system data collected for the present study. The accuracy of the
MicroScribe digitizer is estimated to be within .002in (.0508mm) based on manufacturer
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specifications. The use of the MicroScribe digitizer was also a manual process, and each point
cloud needed to be examined in 3D to make sure that all extraneous points not part of the model
were removed, as these points could influence the reported kinematic results. If the 3D model of
the implant components were to be known, the error associated with the reverse-engineering of
the parts would be virtually eliminated.
As a comparison to the error reported in this study, the error for equivalent methods in
the literature can be reviewed. For single plane fluoroscopy, Banks and Hodge examined the
ability of fitting a computer model to a 2-D fluoroscopic image and found that knee rotations can
be measured to an accuracy of approximately one degree and translations within the sagittal
plane can be measured to approximately 0.5 mm [21]. Li et al. examined the dynamic capture of
cadaver knees with bi-planar fluoroscopy, finding a mean error of less than 0.15 mm in the
determination of the knee position [55]. A greater accuracy by using a known model and by
having better defined landmarks would likely reduce the variability in the data and bring the
overall error down closer to the error level of single-plane fluoroscopy.
LIMITATIONS
Although the goals of this research were realized and kinematic outputs obtained from
the CAS system, the particular methods used for this research have several limitations in addition
to the error and accuracy previously described. First, due to the testing methods, a force had to be
manually applied to the knee to begin the flexion/extension cycle to counteract the tension
applied to the quadriceps, and some of the physiological range of flexion (full extension to 20°
flexion) was lost due to noise from this manual force. This limitation only affected the current
datasets, and is a limitation of the test method rather than a limitation of the application of the
technology.
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Second, the specimens tested were tested in an in vitro environment on a knee testing
machine, with the quadriceps tendon attached but no stabilizing force applied to the hamstrings.
The jitter in the testing machine likely contributed to the jitter seen in the calculated contact
which limited the usefulness of the dataset. Fibular motion was also ignored. The specimens
tested had implants of various wear and patient history, and were likely implanted by different
surgeons and balanced differently.
A third limitation is that due to the small sample size and variation of implant designs, it
is difficult to draw more than qualitative conclusions about the data that were obtained. Any
statistical analysis would require a larger sample size of similar groups. Some of the kinematics
obtained could be altered from the newly implanted TKA systems due to wear over time. Due to
the implant wear, it is not known whether some of the abnormal kinematics observed were due to
implant wear, or if the implant wear was caused by abnormal kinematics. David Knox performed
research using computational modeling techniques to describe the kinematics and contact
stresses of both an intact implant component and a retrieved implant of the same model which
had experienced wear, finding that the in vivo wear damage of the implant components had a
significant effect on the kinematics and contract stresses in the simulation [51, 56]. The results
David Knox observed indicate that the observed kinematics for worn retrieval specimens may
show abnormal kinematic behavior when compared to intact implant specimens. Published
studies regarding implant kinematics are performed on newly implanted components and are not
performed for patients after years of wear, which makes this thesis unique but also makes the
results difficult to compare to published results, as the kinematic behavior of the specimens
tested could have altered kinematics due to implant wear.
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CONCLUSIONS
The goals for this master’s thesis research work were described previously in Chapter 1.
A summary of each goal and realization of the goal is stated in this section.


To successfully use a computer assisted surgery system to collect knee position data to be
used to describe TKA kinematics

This goal was achieved as demonstrated through the use of the CAS system to gather 3D position
of the femur and tibia of four cadaveric TKA specimens during a flexion/extension motion on a
knee simulator. The data collected were successfully used to describe the position of the femur
relative to the tibia. Data collected were consistent with published data.


To validate the overall approach which suggests that knowledge of implant surfaces obtained
by reverse engineering or from CAD files can be incorporated into a surgical navigation
system to provide the surgeon with intraoperative knee kinematics similar to that published
in the literature for post-op fluoroscopy testing.

The realization of this goal was demonstrated by the comparisons between the calculated contact
points and literature for post-op surveillance fluoroscopy studies. Using the available literature,
the kinematic results for the test specimens were successfully compared to the literature and
similar type results were obtained. Although the results did not match published results exactly,
the results for the tested specimens showed similar outputs which could be used to make
assessments of the specimen behavior for the flexion cycle.


To use implant models with kinematic data to output fluoroscopy-based kinematics
measurements of implant motion during a deep knee bend

The achievement of this goal was realized through the generation of models of the knee implant
components which were tested in the knee simulator using a 3D digitizer and reverse engineering
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software. The models were successfully put through coordinate system transformations to show
the relative motion of the femoral component to the tibia. Calculations were performed using
Matlab to successfully show measurements of condylar low point and calculated tibiofemoral
contact, similar to post-op fluoroscopic kinematic studies. Calculations of the error of the data
proved to be within reasonable ranges for a proof of concept.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This study only allowed for the observation of four TKA specimens for which the
implant models were not available and had to be reverse engineered. The next level study would
involve the measurement of TKA kinematics with a known implant system and the 3D model
available for the specific implants so that kinematic results could be output with a greater level of
accuracy. In order to further reduce error with the implant models, it is suggested to have fiducial
markers (divots) added to the implant models which could be registered to the implant models
and digitized during the kinematic evaluation to place the implants correctly in 3D space.
Further work would also involve a validation between fluoroscopic studies and the
methods described in this research by a direct comparison. This would ideally be performed by
simultaneously taking fluoroscopic images while performing a knee bend and recording the
kinematic data through the CAS system.
Finally, an optimization of the kinematic calculations and incorporation into the CAS
software would be necessary in order to be able to output kinematic measures in a timeframe that
would allow for intraoperative assessment of TKA kinematics. If intraoperative kinematic
measures could be recorded, these measures could be compared to post-op fluoroscopy-based
kinematic testing and could provide useful data regarding the similarities and differences
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between intraoperative kinematics and healed TKA kinematics as well as passive intraoperative
motion versus active post-op motion.
After the successful completion of the above studies, the next steps would be to
incorporate the methods into a surgical CAS system and validate the approach to allow for use
during TKA surgery.
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CHAPTER THREE
OTHER KINEMATIC EVALUATIONS
INTRODUCTION
In addition to the fluoroscopy-based kinematic results described in Chapter 2, other
kinematic measures exist for describing knee kinematics. Some of these other reporting methods
can be used to describe the implanted knee as well, and, as stated in Chapter 1, can be defined
computationally if the 3D model of the implant system is available. These methods include
tracking the epicondylar axis, the flexion facet centers, and using the joint coordinate system
(JCS) to define the relative motion of the femur with respect to the tibia. Due to the differences
in the way that these kinematic measures are reported, it is possible for the motion described for
the knee to appear different between the different methods.
By making comparisons between the condylar low point (CLP) and tibiofemoral contact
point (TFCP) results already obtained, these other reporting methods can be evaluated with
regards to describing the implanted knee, and generalizations made about how they describe
knee motion and any issues resulting with their use. This has the benefit of an enhanced
understanding of how the motion experienced by the implanted knee can be reported, and the
utility of each method in revealing the actual behavior of the knee can be realized.
The goal of this chapter is to make further application to the use of the CAS system in the
output of knee kinematic data to provide kinematic outputs for the total knee arthroplasty (TKA)
knees tested using a variety of kinematic outputs. In order to accomplish this goal, this study will
use the three-dimensional data collected from the computer assisted surgery (CAS) system to
recreate and output diverse kinematic results for the one of the specimens during the same
flexion cycle as described in Chapter 2 for the same specimen. This comparison could not easily
be performed with the traditional implementation of these methods due to the need for medical
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imaging, yet meeting the goal is possible through three-dimensional modeling. As the purpose is
to demonstrate that other kinematic measures exist and can be output for the knee using the CAS
system, only one specimen is going to be tested, and results only shown for active flexion, with
the quadriceps tendon force applied.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In addition to the fluoroscopy-based kinematic results, the methods described in Chapter
2 can be applied to any point captured during the motion capture or registered to the captured
points during testing. For this study, three additional measures of describing knee motion are
calculated, the flexion facet center (FFC), the transepicondylar axis (TEA), and the joint
coordinate system (JCS). All three of these kinematic reporting methods were introduced in
Chapter 1 and will be applied to the Stryker Scorpio PS specimen in this chapter.
In order to determine the flexion facet center, the existing point cloud datasets of the
femoral component were used and circles were fit to the posterior condyles using Rapidform
software. This center was determined by creating a plane that bisects one of the condyles, and
fitting a circle to the posterior condyle in that plane. This was repeated for the other condyle,
giving two points representing the centers of the femoral condyles (Fig. 33). The location of the
centers of these circles was added to the Matlab calculations and tracked throughout the range of
flexion. Kinematic plots were generated based on the projection of the FFC locations down to the
tibia baseplate plane as described previously for the condylar low point and tibio-femoral contact
point plots.
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Fig. 33. Posterior condyles of the Scorpio PS knee design showing best fit circles of the reverse
engineered component determined in Rapidform. For femoral components that did not have a
constant radius, best fit circles were fit over the range of 0-90°.
For the epicondylar axis, the locations of the epicondyles were digitized during kinematic
testing, as described previously (Table 2). These landmark locations were then tracked through
the same Matlab code as the other data, to be projected down to the tibia baseplate plane in the
same manner as the FFC and kinematic plots created.
For the Joint Coordinate System (JCS) kinematics, a coordinate system was defined using
the points collected during registration also (Table 2). A coordinate system was defined
according to the Grood & Suntay definitions [37]. Instead of projecting points down to a tibial
plane, the JCS results are reported as the motion of the tibia relative to the femur. The rotations
and translations of the origin of the knee can be described.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The flexion facet center locations were tracked over the range of flexion for the Scorpio
PS specimen for the same flexion cycle as reported in Chapter 2. The Stryker Scorpio PS
specimen showed approximate symmetric behavior between the medial and lateral condyles (Fig.
34). Both femoral condyles show posterior rollback until approximately 55°, where there is a
change in direction and both condyles show anterior sliding until 80°. There is another change in
direction at 80° to posterior translation again, likely due to the interaction of the cam and post
forcing the femur to roll back on the femur. The FFC results show a greater posterior translation
of the medial side versus the lateral side for deep flexion. In addition to the y-position versus
flexion plots, the x-y position of the FFC was plotted as well for the Scorpio PS specimen (Fig.
35). The x-y position plots confirm the behavior described for the anterior/posterior position
plots. There is a relatively parallel motion between the medial FFC and lateral FFC, with the
medial FFC positioned anterior to the lateral FFC.
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Stryker Scorpio PS Active Flexion2
Flexion Facet Center Y Position versus Flexion
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Fig. 34. Flexion Facet Center (FFC) versus flexion for the femur translated to the tibial
baseplate. The y-axis is defined in the Anterior/Posterior direction with the origin located
midway between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located along the Anterior/Posterior
centerline of the tibia.
Stryker Scorpio PS Active Flexion
Flexion Facet Center Y Position versus X Position
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Fig. 35. Flexion Facet Center x-position versus y-position. The x-axis is defined in the
medial/lateral direction, and the y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior direction. The origin is
located midway between the medial and lateral tibia plateau and along the anterior/posterior
centerline of the tibia.
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In a similar manner, the epicondyles were plotted (Fig. 36). There is slightly more
variability in the epicondyle location versus the FFC dataset. The same general direction of
motion is seen as the FFC, but the lateral epicondyle is anterior to the medial epicondyle for most
of the range of flexion. This is due to the transepicondylar axis being located along a different
flexion axis than the FFC. The x-y position of the epicondyles was plotted as well for the Scorpio
PS specimen (Fig. 37). The x-y plot confirms that the epicondyles share a different
anterior/posterior position than the FFC, and are located a considerably further distance apart in
the medial/lateral direction.
Stryker Scorpio PS Epicondyles, Active Flexion
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Fig. 36. Medial and lateral epicondyle position versus flexion for the femur translated to the
tibial baseplate. The y-axis is defined in the Anterior/Posterior direction with the origin located
midway between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located along the Anterior/Posterior
centerline of the tibia.
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Stryker Scorpio PS Active Flexion
Epicondyles Y Position versus X Position
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Fig. 37. Medial and lateral epicondyle x-position versus y-position. The x-axis is defined in the
medial/lateral direction, and the y-axis is defined in the anterior/posterior direction. The origin is
located midway between the medial and lateral tibia plateau and along the anterior/posterior
centerline of the tibia.
The Joint Coordinate System was successfully applied to the data, and used to describe
the relative anterior/posterior translation of the tibia origin with respect to the femur origin (Fig.
38). The tibia initially goes through a slight anterior translation relative to the femur until
approximately 55°, which matches with the posterior rollback of the condylar low point for the
same translation. There is a small posterior translation of the tibia until approximately 70°, which
also matches with the condylar low point anterior translation, though the CLP showed anterior
sliding of the femur until approximately 80°. Finally, there is an anterior translation of the tibia
with respect to the femur for the rest of the flexion cycle. This also matches the results from the
CLP, with the CLP moving posterior after the cam/post interaction. The femur origin was located
on the cam of the femur, which, with the cam interacting on the post of the tibia, would cause the
cam to get progressively further away from the tibia, origin, resulting in an the JCS anterior
translation of the tibia with respect to the femur.
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Stryker Scorpio PS Joint Coordinate System
Anterior/Posterior Translation for Active Flexion, Tibia wrt Femur
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Fig. 38. Anterior/Posterior translation of the tibial origin in the joint coordinate system relative to
the femur.
In order to visualize differences between the flexion facet center, the epicondyles, and the
previously reported condylar low points and tibio-femoral contact points, all of these were
plotted together in the same plot for the medial and lateral sides (Fig. 39, 40).
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Stryker Scorpio PS Active Flexion
Medial side, Y-Position versus Flexion
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Fig. 39. Overlay plot of the medial condylar low points (CLP), tibio-femoral contact points
(TFCP), flexion facet centers (FFC), and epicondyle position versus flexion for the femur
translated to the tibial baseplate plane. The y-axis is defined in the Anterior/Posterior direction
with the origin located midway between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located
along the Anterior/Posterior centerline of the tibia.
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Stryker Scorpio PS Active Flexion
Lateral side, Y-Position versus Flexion
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Fig. 40. Overlay plot of the lateral condylar low points (CLP), tibio-femoral contact points
(TFCP), flexion facet centers (FFC), and epicondyle position versus flexion for the femur
translated to the tibial baseplate plane. The y-axis is defined in the Anterior/Posterior direction
with the origin located midway between the two medial and lateral tibia plateau and located
along the Anterior/Posterior centerline of the tibia.
Overall, it is seen that the flexion facet center shows very similar kinematic profiles to the
condylar low point data. This is to be expected for the implanted knee for many knee designs, as
the FFC is the center of the radius of curvature of the femoral implant condyles. The Stryker
Scorpio femoral component in particular has a constant radius through the whole range of
motion. This further validates the results for condylar low point from Chapter 2, and shows that
for constant radius design knees, the condyle centers could be tracked as an alternative to the
condyle low points using the methods described. If this method were to be applied to an implant
with a non-constant-radius femoral component, the FFC position would likely deviate from the
CLP profile when there is a shift to a different condyle radius. Since the FFC does not move
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Medial or lateral relative to the implant itself, but is fixed, it is more constrained to the implant
position. Due to its fixed position relative to the femoral component, any abrupt shifts in the FFC
position are representative of a shift in the actual femoral component, rather than a shift in the
calculated condyle low point. This characteristic of the FFC makes it useful when paired with the
CLP to help eliminate potential sources of error in the CLP data.
The epicondyles and the FFC act generally different, though they follow similar
kinematic profiles. This is because they lie a different distance away from the true flexion axis of
the knee. The epicondyle position is also seen as a useful indicator in the behavior of the knee, as
it generally provides the same direction that the knee is moving, just with different values.
The calculated tibio-femoral contact point was also displayed in these plots, but its
usefulness is limited due to the abrupt shifts in contact location, described previously in Chapter
2.
CONCLUSIONS
Kinematic outputs for the flexion facet center (FFC), the epicondyle locations, and the
Joint Coordinate System (JCS) were successfully generated for the Stryker Scorpio PS specimen.
The results were compared with one another and it was found that the same basic behavior of the
specimen was observed for all reporting methods. The JCS provides a single look at the knee,
and did not as distinctly show the shifts in motion, as it only shows the tibia relative to the femur
instead of the medial and lateral behavior of the knee like the other components. The FFC tracks
closely with the CLP and is a good indicator of the motion of the femur, and is tied to a
particular point in the femoral component, and so is useful when coupled with the CLP to
determine sources of error. The epicondyles and FFC follow similar paths but differ due to a
different distance away from the true flexion axis of the knee.
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Overall, the methods and results described show that a computer-assisted surgery system
can successfully output a variety of knee kinematic reporting measures that can be used to
describe the kinematic behavior of a TKA knee.
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Appendix A – MATLAB Code
The Matlab code, as used for one of the specimens, is copied below. Inline comments are
included throughout the document in attempt to provide context for the calculations. The code is
adapted from the code previously published by John Conner III in his thesis (Connor III JM.
Experimental Kinematic Analysis of Cadaver Knees Using a Knee Simulator and Surgical
Navigation System (Master's thesis). In: University of Memphis. Memphis: University of
Memphis. 2011).
%This code is designed to read in a series of files and then calculate TKA
%kinematics from those files through a series of transformations
%Sections of this code have been modified from that used in John Connor's
%thesis
clear all
clc
%The user must specify the Excel file here before the program is run. This
%m-file must be in the same directory as the Excel file.
data = xlsread('726Rflex2'); %Read in the kinematic file recorded from the
Orthopilot system during testing
if data < 0
error(['Could not open ',fname,' for input']);
end
len1 = length(data)/10;
%-----Read in the scaled CMM data representing the femoral component------%
femcloud = xlsread('726R_Femoral_Fixed_042612.xls'); %reads in the point
cloud file for the femoral component bearing surface
if femcloud < 0 %conditional statement that returns an error for an empty or
missing data file
error(['Could not open ',fname,' for input']); %produces error message if
file can't be opened
end %end conditional statement
postlat = femcloud(16602,:); %define location of the postero-lateral distal
femur cut point
antlat = femcloud(16603,:);
%define location of the antero-lateral distal
femur cut point
postmed = femcloud(16604,:); %define location of the postero-medial distal
femur cut point
antmed = femcloud(16605,:); %define location of the antero-medial distal
femur cut point

%-----Read in the tibial point cloud data from the CMM
tibia = xlsread('726r_tibcloud_smoothed_reduced.xls'); %reads in the tibia
point cloud
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if tibia < 0 %conditional statement that returns an error for an empty or
missing data file
error(['Could not open ',fname,' for input']); %produces error message if
can't find file
end %end conditional statement
eminence = [210.4373067,-242.9704733,86.78587333]; %Location of the
intercondylar eminence from the reverse-engineered model
medlocking = [224.5961133,-261.72922,76.76049333]; %Location of the lateral
locking mechanism defined in the reverse-engineered model
latlocking = [197.1768133,-262.3955467,77.02465333]; %Location of the medial
locking mechanism defined in the reverse-engineered model
%-----Read in the points digitized with the navigation system
points = dlmread('726R_Points_Matrix.txt');
tibia_1 = points(1,:); %Point midway between intercondylar eminences
tibia_2 = points(2,:); %Center of ankle
tibia_3 = points(3,:); %Center of medial plateau
tibia_4 = points(4,:); %Center of lateral plateau
tibia_5 = points(5,:); %Postero-medial baseplate interface
tibia_6 = points(6,:); %Antero-medial baseplate interface
tibia_7 = points(7,:); %Antero-lateral baseplate interface
tibia_8 = points(8,:); %Postero-lateral baseplate interface
tibia_9 = points(9,:); %Medial locking mechanism
tibia_10 = points(10,:); %Lateral locking mechanism
femur_1 = points(11,:); %Intercondylar notch
femur_2 = points(12,:); %Center of femoral head
femur_3 = points(13,:); %Most posterior point on medial condyle
femur_4 = points(14,:); %Most posterior point on lateral condyle
femur_5 = points(15,:); %Lateral epicondyle
femur_6 = points(16,:); %Medial epicondyle
femur_7 = points(17,:); %Postero-medial distal femur
femur_8 = points(18,:); %Antero-medial distal femur
femur_9 = points(19,:); %Antero-lateral distal femur
femur_10 = points(20,:); %Postero-lateral distal femur
%The origin for the tibial body fixed coordinate system is defined to be
%the intercondylar eminence.
tibia_origin2 = [tibia_1(1,1);tibia_1(1,2);tibia_1(1,3)];
%The tibial body fixed axes are now defined as in Grood and Suntay. Each
%axis is first defined as a vector between two points and then converted to
%a unit vector, because the Grood and Suntay knee kinematics are based on
%unit vectors.
tibia_z2 = tibia_1 - tibia_2;
mag_tibia_z2 = sqrt((tibia_z2(1,1)^2)+(tibia_z2(1,2)^2)+(tibia_z2(1,3)^2));
unit_tibia_z2 = (tibia_z2)/(mag_tibia_z2);
%This step needs to be changed depending on whether the specimen is a right
%or left knee. For a right knee, fake_tibia_x is tibia_4 - tibia_3, or
%lateral - medial, but for a left it needs to be tibia_3 - tibia_4 which is
%medial - lateral, because the axis is positive to the right.
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fake_tibia_x2 = tibia_4 - tibia_3;
tibia_y2 = cross(tibia_z2, fake_tibia_x2);
mag_tibia_y2 = sqrt((tibia_y2(1,1)^2)+(tibia_y2(1,2)^2)+(tibia_y2(1,3)^2));
unit_tibia_y2 = (tibia_y2)/(mag_tibia_y2);
unit_tibia_x2 = cross(unit_tibia_y2, unit_tibia_z2);
%At this point the unit vector coordinate system of the tibial body fixed
%axes has been established.
%We want the transformation matrix between the tibial reference array and
%the tibial body fixed. There is no need to digitize any points to get the
%unit vectors for the reference array, because it is the reference. These
%points can be defined as follows:
t_array_z_lower2 = [0 0 0];
t_array_z_upper2 = [0 0 1];
t_array_y_front2 = [0 1 0];
t_array_y_back2 = [0 0 0];
t_array_z2 = t_array_z_upper2 - t_array_z_lower2;
t_array_y2 = t_array_y_front2 - t_array_y_back2;
mag_t_array_z2 =
sqrt((t_array_z2(1,1)^2)+(t_array_z2(1,2)^2)+(t_array_z2(1,3)^2));
mag_t_array_y2 =
sqrt((t_array_y2(1,1)^2)+(t_array_y2(1,2)^2)+(t_array_y2(1,3)^2));
unit_t_array_z2 = (t_array_z2)/(mag_t_array_z2);
unit_t_array_y2 = (t_array_y2)/(mag_t_array_y2);
unit_t_array_x2 = cross(unit_t_array_y2, unit_t_array_z2);
%At this point the program has the unit vectors for both the tibial
%reference array and the tibial body fixed system, all in the coordinates
%of the tibial reference array. The rotation matrix is calculated by
%getting the dot products of these unit vectors:
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2
G2
H2
I2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

dot(unit_t_array_x2,
dot(unit_t_array_y2,
dot(unit_t_array_z2,
dot(unit_t_array_x2,
dot(unit_t_array_y2,
dot(unit_t_array_z2,
dot(unit_t_array_x2,
dot(unit_t_array_y2,
dot(unit_t_array_z2,

unit_tibia_x2);
unit_tibia_x2);
unit_tibia_x2);
unit_tibia_y2);
unit_tibia_y2);
unit_tibia_y2);
unit_tibia_z2);
unit_tibia_z2);
unit_tibia_z2);

%The order of matrix multiplication in the program is very particular;
%there is only one correct order in which the three transformation matrices
%must be multiplied to get the correct tibial body fixed to femoral body
%fixed matrix as the end product.
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%This is the transformation matrix from the tibial body fixed to the
reference
%array, which means a point in the body fixed coordinate system can be
%multiplied with this matrix to get that point in the reference array
coordinate
%system. This is necessary for the order of multiplication.
T_tibia2 = [A2, D2, G2, tibia_origin2(1,1); B2, E2, H2, tibia_origin2(2,1);
C2, F2, I2, tibia_origin2(3,1); 0,0,0,1];
T_tibia_1b = [A2, B2, C2; D2, E2, F2; G2, H2, I2];
translation_t2 = T_tibia_1b*tibia_origin2*(-1);
T_tibia_2b =
[A2,B2,C2,translation_t2(1,1);D2,E2,F2,translation_t2(2,1);G2,H2,I2,translati
on_t2(3,1);0,0,0,1];
post_med_1b = T_tibia_2b*[tibia_5(1,1);tibia_5(1,2);tibia_5(1,3);1];
ant_med_1b = T_tibia_2b*[tibia_6(1,1);tibia_6(1,2);tibia_6(1,3);1];
ant_lat_1b = T_tibia_2b*[tibia_7(1,1);tibia_7(1,2);tibia_7(1,3);1];
post_lat_1b = T_tibia_2b*[tibia_8(1,1);tibia_8(1,2);tibia_8(1,3);1];
%The intercondylar notch is defined as the femoral body fixed origin.
femur_origin2 = [femur_1(1,1);femur_1(1,2);femur_1(1,3)];
%Now the femoral body fixed axes are defined in the same way as the tibial,
%but with the femoral points following Grood and Suntay.
femur_z2 = femur_2 - femur_1;
%The fake_femur_x axis follows the same rule as fake_tibia_x from above
%depending on which side knee.
fake_femur_x2 = femur_4 - femur_3;
femur_y2 = cross(femur_z2, fake_femur_x2);
mag_femur_z2 = sqrt((femur_z2(1,1)^2)+(femur_z2(1,2)^2)+(femur_z2(1,3)^2));
unit_femur_z2 = (femur_z2)/(mag_femur_z2);
mag_femur_y2 = sqrt((femur_y2(1,1)^2)+(femur_y2(1,2)^2)+(femur_y2(1,3)^2));
unit_femur_y2 = (femur_y2)/(mag_femur_y2);
unit_femur_x2 = cross(unit_femur_y2, unit_femur_z2);
%The same unit vectors for the reference array are used again, because in
%the point digitization procedure there is one reference array that is
%used, but changed between the femur and tibia to collect their respective
%points.
J2
K2
L2
M2
N2
O2

=
=
=
=
=
=

dot(unit_t_array_x2,
dot(unit_t_array_y2,
dot(unit_t_array_z2,
dot(unit_t_array_x2,
dot(unit_t_array_y2,
dot(unit_t_array_z2,

unit_femur_x2);
unit_femur_x2);
unit_femur_x2);
unit_femur_y2);
unit_femur_y2);
unit_femur_y2);
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P2 = dot(unit_t_array_x2, unit_femur_z2);
Q2 = dot(unit_t_array_y2, unit_femur_z2);
R2 = dot(unit_t_array_z2, unit_femur_z2);
%In the next step we want to get the transformation matrix from the femoral
%reference array to the femoral body fixed. The translation vector in the
%matrix is calculated by multiplying the femoral origin by the rotation
%matrix and -1. This gives us the correct transformation matrix:
T_femur_1a = [J2,K2,L2;M2,N2,O2;P2,Q2,R2] ;
translation_f2 = T_femur_1a*femur_origin2*-1;
T_femur2 = [J2, K2, L2, translation_f2(1,1); M2, N2, O2, translation_f2(2,1);
P2, Q2, R2, translation_f2(3,1); 0,0,0,1];
%Condylar Low Point (CLP) code
%First step is to determine the location of
%the future origin, future anterior, lateral, and medial defining points:
x2 = [post_lat_1b(1,1),ant_lat_1b(1,1),post_med_1b(1,1),ant_med_1b(1,1)];
%postlat, antlat, postmed, antmed
y2 = [post_lat_1b(2,1),ant_lat_1b(2,1),post_med_1b(2,1),ant_med_1b(2,1)];
z2 = [post_lat_1b(3,1),ant_lat_1b(3,1),post_med_1b(3,1),ant_med_1b(3,1)];
Xcolv
Ycolv
Zcolv
Const

=
=
=
=

x2(:); %Column vector representing x
y2(:); %Column vector representing y
z2(:); %Column vector representing z
ones(size(Xcolv)); %Preallocate a vector for the constant term

Coefficients = [Xcolv Ycolv Const]\Zcolv; % Find the coefficients
XCoeff = Coefficients(1); % X coefficient
YCoeff = Coefficients(2); % Y coefficient
CCoeff = Coefficients(3); % constant term
% Using the above variables, z = XCoeff * x + YCoeff * y + CCoeff
tibia_11a = [0,0,XCoeff*0+YCoeff*0+CCoeff]; %Array for the x,y,z
the new origin
tibia_12a = [0,0.02,XCoeff*0+YCoeff*0.02+CCoeff]; %Array for the
location of the new anterior defining point
tibia_13a = [0.02,0,XCoeff*0.02+YCoeff*0+CCoeff]; %Array for the
location of the new lateral defining point
tibia_14a = [-0.02,0,XCoeff*(-0.02)+YCoeff*0+CCoeff]; %Array for
location of the new medial defining point

location of
x,y,z
x,y,z
the x,y,z

%Want to take the tibial baseplate points already defined in the tibial
%body fixed coordinate system and transform them to the tibial reference so
%that they can be used to set up the coordinate system
new_origin =
transpose(T_tibia2*[tibia_11a(1,1);tibia_11a(1,2);tibia_11a(1,3);1]);
new_anterior =
transpose(T_tibia2*[tibia_12a(1,1);tibia_12a(1,2);tibia_12a(1,3);1]);
new_lateral =
transpose(T_tibia2*[tibia_13a(1,1);tibia_13a(1,2);tibia_13a(1,3);1]);
new_medial =
transpose(T_tibia2*[tibia_14a(1,1);tibia_14a(1,2);tibia_14a(1,3);1]);
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%Now we have the new origin, new anterior defining point, new lateral
%defining point, and new medial defining point so we will use these to
%re-define the coordinate system to be used to track the locations of the
%distal femur points:
tibia_11
tibia_12
tibia_13
tibia_14

=
=
=
=

[new_origin(1,1),new_origin(1,2),new_origin(1,3)];
[new_anterior(1,1),new_anterior(1,2),new_anterior(1,3)];
[new_lateral(1,1),new_lateral(1,2),new_lateral(1,3)];
[new_medial(1,1),new_medial(1,2),new_medial(1,3)];

tibia_origin = [tibia_11(1,1);tibia_11(1,2);tibia_11(1,3)];
%The tibial body fixed axes are now defined as in Grood and Suntay. Each
%axis is first defined as a vector between two points and then converted to
%a unit vector, because the Grood and Suntay knee kinematics are based on
%unit vectors.
tibia_x = tibia_13 - tibia_14;
mag_tibia_x = sqrt((tibia_x(1,1)^2)+(tibia_x(1,2)^2)+(tibia_x(1,3)^2));
unit_tibia_x = (tibia_x)/(mag_tibia_x);
%This step needs to be changed depending on whether the specimen is a right
%or left knee. For a right knee, fake_tibia_x is tibia_4 - tibia_3, or
%lateral - medial, but for a left it needs to be tibia_3 - tibia_4 which is
%medial - lateral, because the axis is positive to the right.
fake_tibia_y = tibia_12 - tibia_11;
tibia_z = cross(tibia_x, fake_tibia_y);
mag_tibia_z = sqrt((tibia_z(1,1)^2)+(tibia_z(1,2)^2)+(tibia_z(1,3)^2));
unit_tibia_z = (tibia_z)/(mag_tibia_z);
unit_tibia_y = cross(unit_tibia_z, unit_tibia_x);
%At this point the unit vector coordinate system of the tibial body fixed
%axes has been established.
%We want the transformation matrix between the tibial reference array and
%the tibial body fixed. There is no need to digitize any points to get the
%unit vectors for the reference array, because it is the reference. These
%points can be defined as follows:
t_array_z_lower = [0 0 0];
t_array_z_upper = [0 0 1];
t_array_y_front = [0 1 0];
t_array_y_back = [0 0 0];
t_array_z = t_array_z_upper - t_array_z_lower;
t_array_y = t_array_y_front - t_array_y_back;
mag_t_array_z =
sqrt((t_array_z(1,1)^2)+(t_array_z(1,2)^2)+(t_array_z(1,3)^2));
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mag_t_array_y =
sqrt((t_array_y(1,1)^2)+(t_array_y(1,2)^2)+(t_array_y(1,3)^2));
unit_t_array_z = (t_array_z)/(mag_t_array_z);
unit_t_array_y = (t_array_y)/(mag_t_array_y);
unit_t_array_x = cross(unit_t_array_y, unit_t_array_z);
%At this point the program has the unit vectors for both the tibial
%reference array and the tibial body fixed system, all in the coordinates
%of the tibial reference array. The rotation matrix is calculated by
%getting the dot products of these unit vectors:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

dot(unit_t_array_x,
dot(unit_t_array_y,
dot(unit_t_array_z,
dot(unit_t_array_x,
dot(unit_t_array_y,
dot(unit_t_array_z,
dot(unit_t_array_x,
dot(unit_t_array_y,
dot(unit_t_array_z,

unit_tibia_x);
unit_tibia_x);
unit_tibia_x);
unit_tibia_y);
unit_tibia_y);
unit_tibia_y);
unit_tibia_z);
unit_tibia_z);
unit_tibia_z);

%The order of matrix multiplication in the program is very particular;
%there is only one correct order in which the three transformation matrices
%must be multiplied to get the correct tibial body fixed to femoral body
%fixed matrix as the end product.
%This is the transformation matrix from the tibial body fixed to the
reference
%array, which means a point in the body fixed coordinate system can be
%multiplied with this matrix to get that point in the reference array
coordinate
%system. This is necessary for the order of multiplication.
T_tibia = [A, D, G, tibia_origin(1,1); B, E, H, tibia_origin(2,1); C, F, I,
tibia_origin(3,1); 0,0,0,1];
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%The second part of the program is viewing the epicondylar motion and
%distal femur motion with respect to the tibial baseplate. To do this we
%must get the tibial baseplate interface points AND the femoral points all
%in the tibial body fixed system.
%This next step forms the opposite transformation matrix as the previous,
%in this case the reference array to the tibial body fixed, which enables
%us to get all the baseplate interface points in the tibial body fixed
%system. To get the correct translation vector the tibial origin must first
%be transformed and then multiplied by -1.
T_tibia_1 = [A, B, C; D, E, F; G, H, I];
translation_t = T_tibia_1*tibia_origin*(-1);
T_tibia_2 =
[A,B,C,translation_t(1,1);D,E,F,translation_t(2,1);G,H,I,translation_t(3,1);0
,0,0,1];
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%Now the tibial points in the reference system are transformed to the body
%fixed system, with the intercondylar eminence as the origin.
post_med_1 = T_tibia_2*[tibia_5(1,1);tibia_5(1,2);tibia_5(1,3);1];
ant_med_1 = T_tibia_2*[tibia_6(1,1);tibia_6(1,2);tibia_6(1,3);1];
ant_lat_1 = T_tibia_2*[tibia_7(1,1);tibia_7(1,2);tibia_7(1,3);1];
post_lat_1 = T_tibia_2*[tibia_8(1,1);tibia_8(1,2);tibia_8(1,3);1];
med_lock_1 = T_tibia_2*[tibia_9(1,1);tibia_9(1,2);tibia_9(1,3);1];
lat_lock_1 = T_tibia_2*[tibia_10(1,1);tibia_10(1,2);tibia_10(1,3);1];
eminence_1 = T_tibia_2*[tibia_1(1,1);tibia_1(1,2);tibia_1(1,3);1];
%Define Rotated Tibia
TibRef = [medlocking;latlocking;eminence];
TibNavRef =
[1000*med_lock_1(1,1),1000*med_lock_1(2,1),1000*med_lock_1(3,1);1000*lat_lock
_1(1,1),1000*lat_lock_1(2,1),1000*lat_lock_1(3,1);1000*eminence_1(1,1),1000*e
minence_1(2,1),1000*eminence_1(3,1)];
n5 = 3;
[tibRotate, tibTranslate] = SVDtransform(TibRef, TibNavRef);
TibRef2 = (tibRotate*TibRef') + repmat(tibTranslate, 1, n5);
TibRef2 = TibRef2';
% Find the error
tibErr = TibRef2 - TibNavRef;
tibErr = tibErr .* tibErr;
tibErr = sum(tibErr(:));
tibRMSE = sqrt(tibErr/n5)
lsd2 = 1;
msd2 = 1;
n6 = length(tibia);
rotatedtibia = (tibRotate*tibia') + repmat(tibTranslate, 1, n6);
rotatedtibia = rotatedtibia';
for dsd2 = 1:length(rotatedtibia)
if rotatedtibia(dsd2,1) >= 0
lateraltib(lsd2,:) = rotatedtibia(dsd2,:);
lsd2 = lsd2 + 1;
else
medialtib(msd2,:) = rotatedtibia(dsd2,:);
msd2 = msd2 + 1;
end
end
%Now the femoral body fixed axes are defined in the same way as the tibial,
%but with the femoral points following Grood and Suntay.
femur_z = femur_2 - femur_1;
%The fake_femur_x axis follows the same rule as fake_tibia_x from above
%depending on which side knee.
fake_femur_x = femur_4 - femur_3;
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femur_y = cross(femur_z, fake_femur_x);
mag_femur_z = sqrt((femur_z(1,1)^2)+(femur_z(1,2)^2)+(femur_z(1,3)^2));
unit_femur_z = (femur_z)/(mag_femur_z);
mag_femur_y = sqrt((femur_y(1,1)^2)+(femur_y(1,2)^2)+(femur_y(1,3)^2));
unit_femur_y = (femur_y)/(mag_femur_y);
unit_femur_x = cross(unit_femur_y, unit_femur_z);
%The same unit vectors for the reference array are used again, because in
%the point digitization procedure there is one reference array that is
%used, but changed between the femur and tibia to collect their respective
%points.
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

dot(unit_t_array_x,
dot(unit_t_array_y,
dot(unit_t_array_z,
dot(unit_t_array_x,
dot(unit_t_array_y,
dot(unit_t_array_z,
dot(unit_t_array_x,
dot(unit_t_array_y,
dot(unit_t_array_z,

unit_femur_x);
unit_femur_x);
unit_femur_x);
unit_femur_y);
unit_femur_y);
unit_femur_y);
unit_femur_z);
unit_femur_z);
unit_femur_z);

%In the next step we want to get the transformation matrix from the femoral
%reference array to the femoral body fixed. The translation vector in the
%matrix is calculated by multiplying the femoral origin by the rotation
%matrix and -1. This gives us the correct transformation matrix:
T_femur_1 = [J,K,L;M,N,O;P,Q,R] ;
translation_f = T_femur_1*femur_origin2*-1;
T_femur = [J, K, L, translation_f(1,1); M, N, O, translation_f(2,1); P, Q, R,
translation_f(3,1); 0,0,0,1];
%Next the femoral points that we are tracking need to be multiplied by the
%transformation matrix. We already have the fixed tibial points in the
%tibial body fixed coordinate system. We also want these femoral points in
%the tibial body fixed system, so the first step is to get them in the
%femoral body fixed system. They will later be transformed to the tibial
%body fixed system when that transformation matrix is calculated.
epi_lat = T_femur*[femur_5(1,1);femur_5(1,2);femur_5(1,3);1];
epi_med = T_femur*[femur_6(1,1);femur_6(1,2);femur_6(1,3);1];
fem_post_med = T_femur*[femur_7(1,1);femur_7(1,2);femur_7(1,3);1];
fem_ant_med = T_femur*[femur_8(1,1);femur_8(1,2);femur_8(1,3);1];
fem_ant_lat = T_femur*[femur_9(1,1);femur_9(1,2);femur_9(1,3);1];
fem_post_lat = T_femur*[femur_10(1,1);femur_10(1,2);femur_10(1,3);1];
fem_origin = T_femur*[femur_1(1,1);femur_1(1,2);femur_1(1,3);1];
disp('Transformation matrix for femur is:')
disp(T_femur)
%These are the starting values of the for loop which will generate the knee
%kinematics. The Excel file consists of sequential 10x4 blocks of data. The
%first 3x4 matrix in each block is the transformation matrix between the
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%tibial and femoral marker arrays during the flexion/extension cycle.
s = size(data);
y = 1;
s1 = s(1,1);
z = 1;
S_1 = zeros(3,3);
%S4 = zeros(4,4);
S = zeros(4,4);
lat_epi_1 = zeros(4,1);
med_epi_1 = zeros(4,1);
fem_post_med_1 = zeros(4,1);
fem_ant_med_1 = zeros(4,1);
fem_ant_lat_1 = zeros(4,1);
fem_post_lat_1 = zeros(4,1);
lat_epi = zeros(len1,3);
med_epi = zeros(len1,3);
fem_post_med_2 = zeros(len1,3);
fem_ant_med_2 = zeros(len1,3);
fem_ant_lat_2 = zeros(len1,3);
fem_post_lat_2 = zeros(len1,3);
V_1 = zeros(len1,3);
Y = zeros(len1,3);
for x = 1:10:30%s1-3
%The navigation software outputs the transformation from the tibial
%array to the femoral array. For the correct order of multiplication,
%we need the opposite. S_1 is the inverted rotation matrix from each
%block.
S_1(y,:) = [data(x,1),data(x+1,1),data(x+2,1)];
S_1(y+1,:) = [data(x,2),data(x+1,2),data(x+2,2)];
S_1(y+2,:) = [data(x,3),data(x+1,3),data(x+2,3)];
%This rotation matrix is then multiplied by the translation vector for
%each block and -1. This gives the translation vector from the femoral
%array to the tibial array.
S_2 = S_1*[data(x,4);data(x+1,4);data(x+2,4)]*-1;
%The rotation and translation matrices are combined to form a
%transformation matrix between the two marker arrays.
S(y,:) =
S(y+1,:)
S(y+2,:)
S(y+3,:)

[data(x,1),data(x+1,1),data(x+2,1),S_2(1,1)];
= [data(x,2),data(x+1,2),data(x+2,2),S_2(2,1)];
= [data(x,3),data(x+1,3),data(x+2,3),S_2(3,1)];
= [0 0 0 1];

%The correct order of matrix multiplication is carried out to produce
%the transformation matrix between the tibial and femoral body fixed
%coordinate systems. Matrix U takes a point in the tibial body fixed
%system and transforms it to the femoral body fixed system. This is the
%correct direction of transformation needed to use Grood and Suntay's
%kinematic description.
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U = T_femur*S*T_tibia;
%We also need the opposite matrix in order to transform points from the
%femoral coordinate system to the tibial. We have all of the points on
%the femur that need to be output in the tibial fixed system to compare
%their motion to the tibial baseplate.
%The first step is to get the translation vector by multiplying the
%current translation vector by the inverse rotation matrix and -1.
trans_epi =
[U(1,1),U(2,1),U(3,1);U(1,2),U(2,2),U(3,2);U(1,3),U(2,3),U(3,3)]*[U(1,4);U(2,
4);U(3,4)]*-1;
%Now the transformation matrix can be formed with the inverted
%rotation matrix and the new translation vector. This matrix will
%convert a point from the femoral body fixed to tibial body fixed
%systems.
U_1 =
[U(1,1),U(2,1),U(3,1),trans_epi(1,1);U(1,2),U(2,2),U(3,2),trans_epi(2,1);U(1,
3),U(2,3),U(3,3),trans_epi(3,1);0,0,0,1];
%The femoral points are then multiplied by the transformation matrix to
%get their coordinates in the tibial fixed system.
lat_epi_1 = U_1*epi_lat;
med_epi_1 = U_1*epi_med;
fem_post_med_1 = U_1*fem_post_med;
fem_ant_med_1 = U_1*fem_ant_med;
fem_ant_lat_1 = U_1*fem_ant_lat;
fem_post_lat_1 = U_1*fem_post_lat;
fem_origin1 = U_1*fem_origin;
%A matrix is formed of the x,y,z coordinates of the femoral points in the
tibial fixed system
%for every time point.
lat_epi(z,:) = [lat_epi_1(1,1),lat_epi_1(2,1),lat_epi_1(3,1)]*1000;
med_epi(z,:) = [med_epi_1(1,1),med_epi_1(2,1),med_epi_1(3,1)]*1000;
fem_post_med_2(z,:) =
[fem_post_med_1(1,1),fem_post_med_1(2,1),fem_post_med_1(3,1)]*1000;
fem_ant_med_2(z,:) =
[fem_ant_med_1(1,1),fem_ant_med_1(2,1),fem_ant_med_1(3,1)]*1000;
fem_ant_lat_2(z,:) =
[fem_ant_lat_1(1,1),fem_ant_lat_1(2,1),fem_ant_lat_1(3,1)]*1000;
fem_post_lat_2(z,:) =
[fem_post_lat_1(1,1),fem_post_lat_1(2,1),fem_post_lat_1(3,1)]*1000;
fem_origin_2(z,:) =
[fem_origin1(1,1),fem_origin1(2,1),fem_origin1(3,1)]*1000;
%The knee kinematics are calculated following the method from Grood and
%Suntay. Matrices V and Y are the rotations and translations,
%respectively. Matrix V has three columns: varus/valgus angle, flexion
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%angle, and rotational angle. Matrix Y has three columns:
%medial/lateral translation, anterior/posterior translation, and
%proximal/distal translation.
V_1(z,:) = [(acos(U(1,3))-(pi/2)), (atan(U(2,3)/U(3,3))),
(atan(U(1,2)/U(1,1)))];
V = V_1*(180/pi);
Y(z,:) = [U(1,4), (U(2,4)*(cos(atan(U(2,3)/U(3,3)))))(U(3,4)*(sin(atan(U(2,3)/U(3,3))))), ((U(3,1)*U(1,4))+(U(3,2)*U(2,4))+(U(3,3)*U(3,4)))]*1000;
%The for loop has now calculated all of the translations, rotations,
%and positions of the femoral points for one time step. The loop now
%starts over and continues until the end of the Excel file.
%The use of the SVD Matlab function is adapted partially from the Matlab
%code published by Nghia Ho on http://nghiaho.com/?page_id=671, accessed
%on September 14, 2004.
if x == 1
FemRef = [postlat;postmed;antmed];
NavRef =
[fem_post_lat_2(z,:);fem_post_med_2(z,:);fem_ant_med_2(z,:)];
n = 3;
[femRotate, femTranslate] = SVDtransform(FemRef, NavRef);
FemRef2 = (femRotate*FemRef') + repmat(femTranslate, 1, n);
FemRef2 = FemRef2';
n2 = 16607;
RotatedFem = (femRotate*femcloud') + repmat(femTranslate,1,n2);
RotatedFem = RotatedFem';
% Find the error
femErr = FemRef2 - NavRef;
femErr = femErr .* femErr;
femErr = sum(femErr(:));
femRMSE = sqrt(femErr/n)
idxlat = 1;
idxmed = 1;
for idx1 = 1:length(RotatedFem)
if RotatedFem(idx1,1) >= 0
latfem(idxlat,:) = RotatedFem(idx1,:);
idxlat = idxlat + 1;
else
medfem(idxmed,:) = RotatedFem(idx1,:);
idxmed = idxmed + 1;
end
end
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rotatedlatfem = latfem;
rotatedmedfem = medfem;
postlat2(z,:) = RotatedFem(16602,:); %define location of the
postero-lateral distal femur cut point
antlat2(z,:) = RotatedFem(16603,:);
%define location of the anterolateral distal femur cut point
postmed2(z,:) = RotatedFem(16604,:); %define location of the posteromedial distal femur cut point
antmed2(z,:) = RotatedFem(16605,:); %define location of the anteromedial distal femur cut point

[lowpointlatvalue(z) indexlowlat(z)] = min(latfem(:,3));
[lowpointmedvalue(z) indexlowmed(z)] = min(medfem(:,3));
lowpointlat(z,:) = latfem(indexlowlat(z),:);
lowpointmed(z,:) = medfem(indexlowmed(z),:);
%FFC Calculation:
med_ctrx(z,:) = RotatedFem(16606,1);
med_ctry(z,:) = RotatedFem(16606,2);
med_ctrz(z,:) = RotatedFem(16606,3);
lat_ctrx(z,:) = RotatedFem(16607,1);
lat_ctry(z,:) = RotatedFem(16607,2);
lat_ctrz(z,:) = RotatedFem(16607,3);
else
FemRefRot = [postlat2;postmed2;antmed2];
NavRef =
[fem_post_lat_2(z,:);fem_post_med_2(z,:);fem_ant_med_2(z,:)];
n = 3;
[femRotate, femTranslate] = SVDtransform(FemRefRot, NavRef);
FemRef2 = (femRotate*FemRefRot') + repmat(femTranslate, 1, n);
FemRef2 = FemRef2';
n3 = length(latfem);
n4 = length(medfem);
rotatedlatfem
rotatedlatfem
rotatedmedfem
rotatedmedfem

=
=
=
=

(femRotate*latfem') + repmat(femTranslate,1,n3);
rotatedlatfem';
(femRotate*medfem') + repmat(femTranslate,1,n4);
rotatedmedfem';

[lowpointlatvalue(z) indexlowlat(z)] = min(rotatedlatfem(:,3));
[lowpointmedvalue(z) indexlowmed(z)] = min(rotatedmedfem(:,3));
lowpointlat(z,:) = rotatedlatfem(indexlowlat(z),:);
lowpointmed(z,:) = rotatedmedfem(indexlowmed(z),:);
%FFC Calculation:
med_ctrx(z,:) = rotatedmedfem(n4,1);
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med_ctry(z,:) = rotatedmedfem(n4,2);
med_ctrz(z,:) = rotatedmedfem(n4,3);
lat_ctrx(z,:) = rotatedlatfem(n3,1);
lat_ctry(z,:) = rotatedlatfem(n3,2);
lat_ctrz(z,:) = rotatedlatfem(n3,3);
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Begin tfcp code
q = length(medialtib(:,1));
aa = length(rotatedmedfem(:,1));
idx1 = 1; %preallocate
%contactdistmed = zeros(1,q*aa); %preallocate memory to the distance1
%
array
for fs = 1:q
for hw = 1:aa %calling the length of the for loop to be the length of
the data file (femoral component)
if medialtib(fs,1) - rotatedmedfem(hw,1) <= 1.5 &&
medialtib(fs,2) - rotatedmedfem(hw,2) <= 1.5
contactdistmed(idx1) = ((medialtib(fs,1)rotatedmedfem(hw,1))^2 + (medialtib(fs,2)-rotatedmedfem(hw,2))^2 +
(medialtib(fs,3)-rotatedmedfem(hw,3))^2)^0.5; %distance formula between each
point on the BPI and each point on the femoral component
idx1 = idx1+1; %increment the index for the distance array
else
contactdistmed(idx1) = 10;
idx1 = idx1+1;
end
end
[contactmed(fs,:) indexmed(fs,:)] = min(contactdistmed(:));
idx1 = 1;
end
[medialcontact(z) indexmed23(z)] = min(contactmed(:));
finalContactMedLoc(z,:) = medialtib(indexmed23(z),:);
%finalContactMedValue(z) = medialcontact(z)
%[contactmed(z,:) indexmed] = min(contactdistmed(:)); %determines the
value for the minimum distance and its index
point = 1;
q2 = length(lateraltib(:,1));
aa2 = length(rotatedlatfem(:,1));
idx2 = 1; %preallocate
%contactdistmed = zeros(1,q*aa); %preallocate memory to the distance1
%
array
for fs2 = 1:q2
for hw2 = 1:aa2 %calling the length of the for loop to be the length
of the data file (femoral component)
if lateraltib(fs2,1) - rotatedlatfem(hw2,1) <= 1.5 &&
lateraltib(fs2,2) - rotatedlatfem(hw2,2) <= 1.5
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contactdistlat(idx2) = ((lateraltib(fs2,1)rotatedlatfem(hw2,1))^2 + (lateraltib(fs2,2)-rotatedlatfem(hw2,2))^2 +
(lateraltib(fs2,3)-rotatedlatfem(hw2,3))^2)^0.5; %distance formula between
each point on the BPI and each point on the femoral component
idx2= idx2+1; %increment the index for the distance array
else
contactdistlat(idx2) = 10;
idx2 = idx2+1;
end
end
[contactlat(fs2,:) indexlat(fs2,:)] = min(contactdistlat(:));
idx2 = 1;
end
[lateralcontact(z) indexlat23(z)] = min(contactlat(:));
finalContactLatLoc(z,:) = lateraltib(indexlat23(z),:);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
z = z + 1;
%The for loop has now calculated all of the translations, rotations,
%and positions of the femoral points for one time-step. The loop now
%starts over and continues until the end of the Excel file.
end
%The user can now copy and paste the various matrices into Excel in order
%to make graphs and comparisons.
j = length(V(:,2));
flexion_angle2 = V(:,2);
ap_translation2 = Y(:,2);
true_flexion2 = zeros(j,1);
true_ap2 = zeros(j,1);
for k = 1:j
if flexion_angle2(k) < -50
true_flexion2(k) = 180 + flexion_angle2(k);
true_ap2(k) = -ap_translation2(k);
else
true_flexion2(k) = flexion_angle2(k);
true_ap2(k) = ap_translation2(k);
end
end
index_max = find(true_flexion2==max(true_flexion2));
flexion = true_flexion2(1:index_max);
extension = true_flexion2(index_max+1:j);
vv_angle = V(:,1);
ie_angle = V(:,3);
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latepi_x = lat_epi(:,1);
latepi_y = lat_epi(:,2);
latepi_z = lat_epi(:,3);
medepi_x = med_epi(:,1);
medepi_y = med_epi(:,2);
medepi_z = med_epi(:,3);
lowpointlatx = lowpointlat(:,1);
lowpointlaty = lowpointlat(:,2);
lowpointlatz = lowpointlat(:,3);
lowpointmedx = lowpointmed(:,1);
lowpointmedy = lowpointmed(:,2);
lowpointmedz = lowpointmed(:,3);
%Now print everything to a file
head1 = 'Flexion Angle (deg),';
head2 = 'G&S I/E Rotation (deg),';
head3 = 'G&S A/P Translation (mm),';
head4 = 'G&S V/V Rotation (deg),';
head5 = 'G&S M/L Translation (mm),';
head6 = 'G&S P/D Translation (mm),';
head7 = 'Med Epicondyle X,';
head8 = 'Med Epicondyle Y,';
head9 = 'Med Epicondyle Z,';
head10 = 'Lat Epicondyle X,';
head11 = 'Lat Epicondyle Y,';
head12 = 'Lat Epicondyle Z,';
head13 = 'Antero-Lateral DF X,';
head14 = 'Antero-Lateral DF Y,';
head15 = 'Antero-Lateral DF Z,';
head16 = 'Antero-Medial DF X,';
head17 = 'Antero-Medial DF Y,';
head18 = 'Antero-Medial DF Z,';
head19 = 'Postero-Lateral DF X,';
head20 = 'Postero-Lateral DF Y,';
head21 = 'Postero-Lateral DF Z,';
head22 = 'Postero-Medial DF X,';
head23 = 'Postero-Medial DF Y,';
head24 = 'Postero-Medial DF Z,';
head25 = 'Femoral Origin X,';
head26 = 'Femoral Origin Y,';
head27 = 'Femoral Origin Z';
headers1 =
[head1,head2,head3,head4,head5,head6,head7,head8,head9,head10,head11,head12,h
ead13,head14,head15,head16,head17,head18,head19,head20,head21,head22,head23,h
ead24,head25,head26,head27];
fid1 = fopen('726R_WithQuad2_G&S.txt', 'wt');
fprintf(fid1, '%s\n','726R (Biomet Maxim CR) With Quad Flexion Cycle 2');
fprintf(fid1, '%s\n','This file contains data in the G&S joint coordinate
system');
fprintf(fid1, '%s\t,',headers1(:));
fprintf(fid1, '\r\n');
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for i=1:length(true_flexion2);
fprintf(fid1,
'%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t
%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t', true_flexion2(i,1), ie_angle(i,1),
true_ap2(i,1), vv_angle(i,1), Y(i,1),
Y(i,3),med_epi(i,1),med_epi(i,2),med_epi(i,3),lat_epi(i,1),lat_epi(i,2),lat_e
pi(i,3),fem_ant_lat_2(i,1),fem_ant_lat_2(i,2),fem_ant_lat_2(i,3),fem_ant_med_
2(i,1),fem_ant_med_2(i,2),fem_ant_med_2(i,3),fem_post_lat_2(i,1),fem_post_lat
_2(i,2),fem_post_lat_2(i,3),fem_post_med_2(i,1),fem_post_med_2(i,2),fem_post_
med_2(i,3),fem_origin_2(i,1),fem_origin_2(i,2),fem_origin_2(i,3));
fprintf(fid1, '\r\n');
end
fclose(fid1);
thead1 = 'Flexion Angle (deg) (BPref),';
thead2 = 'Med Epicondyle X (BPref),';
thead3 = 'Med Epicondyle Y (BPref),';
thead4 = 'Med Epicondyle Z (BPref),';
thead5 = 'Lat Epicondyle X (BPref),';
thead6 = 'Lat Epicondyle Y (BPref),';
thead7 = 'Lat Epicondyle Z (BPref),';
thead8 = 'Antero-Lateral DF X (BPref),';
thead9 = 'Antero-Lateral DF Y (BPref),';
thead10 = 'Antero-Lateral DF Z (BPref),';
thead11 = 'Antero-Medial DF X (BPref),';
thead12 = 'Antero-Medial DF Y (BPref),';
thead13 = 'Antero-Medial DF Z (BPref),';
thead14 = 'Postero-Lateral DF X (BPref),';
thead15 = 'Postero-Lateral DF Y (BPref),';
thead16 = 'Postero-Lateral DF Z (BPref),';
thead17 = 'Postero-Medial DF X (BPref),';
thead18 = 'Postero-Medial DF Y (BPref),';
thead19 = 'Postero-Medial DF Z (BPref),';
thead20 = 'Medial CLP X,';
thead21 = 'Medial CLP Y,';
thead22 = 'Medial CLP Z,';
thead23 = 'Lateral CLP X,';
thead24 = 'Lateral CLP Y,';
thead25 = 'Lateral CLP Z,';
thead26 = 'Medial FFC X,';
thead27 = 'Medial FFC Y,';
thead28 = 'Medial FFC Z,';
thead29 = 'Lateral FFC X,';
thead30 = 'Lateral FFC Y,';
thead31 = 'Lateral FFC Z,';
thead32 = 'Medial TFCP X,';
thead33 = 'Medial TFCP Y,';
thead34 = 'Medial TFCP Z,';
thead35 = 'Lateral TFCP X,';
thead36 = 'Lateral TFCP Y,';
thead37 = 'Lateral TFCP Z';
% thead38 = 'Femoral Origin X (BPref),';
% thead39 = 'Femoral Origin Y (BPref),';
% thead40 = 'Femoral Origin Z (BPref)';
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headers2 =
[thead1,thead2,thead3,thead4,thead5,thead6,thead7,thead8,thead9,thead10,thead
11,thead12,thead13,thead14,thead15,thead16,thead17,thead18,thead19,thead20,th
ead21,thead22,thead23,thead24,thead25,thead26,thead27,thead28,thead29,thead30
,thead31,thead32,thead33,thead34,thead35,thead36,thead37];
fid2 = fopen('726R_WithQuad2_TibBase.txt', 'wt');
fprintf(fid2, '%s\n','726R (Biomet Maxim CR) With Quad Flexion Cycle 2');
fprintf(fid2, '%s\n','This file contains data with reference to the tibial
baseplate plane');
fprintf(fid2, '%s\t,',headers2(:));
fprintf(fid2, '\r\n');
for i=1:length(true_flexion2);
fprintf(fid2,
'%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t
%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%
f\t%f\t',
true_flexion2(i,1),med_epi(i,1),med_epi(i,2),med_epi(i,3),lat_epi(i,1),lat_ep
i(i,2),lat_epi(i,3),fem_ant_lat_2(i,1),fem_ant_lat_2(i,2),fem_ant_lat_2(i,3),
fem_ant_med_2(i,1),fem_ant_med_2(i,2),fem_ant_med_2(i,3),fem_post_lat_2(i,1),
fem_post_lat_2(i,2),fem_post_lat_2(i,3),fem_post_med_2(i,1),fem_post_med_2(i,
2),fem_post_med_2(i,3),lowpointmed(i,1),lowpointmed(i,2),lowpointmed(i,3),low
pointlat(i,1),lowpointlat(i,2),lowpointlat(i,3),med_ctrx(i,1),med_ctry(i,1),m
ed_ctrz(i,1),lat_ctrx(i,1),lat_ctry(i,1),lat_ctrz(i,1),finalContactMedLoc(i,1
),finalContactMedLoc(i,2),finalContactMedLoc(i,3),finalContactLatLoc(i,1),fin
alContactLatLoc(i,2),finalContactLatLoc(i,3));
fprintf(fid2, '\r\n');
end
fclose(fid2);
function [R,t] = SVDtransform(A, B)
centroid_A = mean(A);
centroid_B = mean(B);
N = size(A,1);
H = (A - repmat(centroid_A, N, 1))' * (B - repmat(centroid_B, N, 1));
[U,S,V] = svd(H);
Rotation = V*U';
if det(R) < 0
V(:,3) = V(:,3)*-1;
Rotation = V*U';
end
transform = -Rotation*centroid_A' + centroid_B';
end
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